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Abstrakt: Tato práce se zabývá kryptoanalýzou šifrovacı́ho přı́stroje Enigma, který byl
použı́ván německou armádou ve 2. světové válce. Přı́běh Enigmy je součástı́ modernı́ kryptografie, přesto jsou stále některá fakta nejasná. To je způsobeno předevšı́m dlouhým utajovánı́m informacı́, důvěryhodné zdroje nynı́ chybějı́, někdy si dokonce navzájem odporujı́.
V tomto textu jsou použity předevšı́m články Mariana Rejewského, hlavnı́ postavy historie Enigmy, včetně několika nepublikovaných. Hlavnı́m obsahem práce je analýza metod
použı́vaných Rejewským a jeho kolegy. Prvnı́ kapitola obsahuje popis přı́stroje a jeho matematický model. Ve druhé kapitole je popsáno, jak Rejewski zrekonstruoval vnitřnı́ propojenı́
Enigmy s pomocı́ permutačnı́ teorie. Celý proces je zanalyzován, jsou presentována nová
řešenı́ problémů, která nejsou uspokojivě vysvětlena v dochovaných dokumantech. Třetı́ kapitola se zabývá rekonstrukcı́ tzv. dennı́ch klı́čů. Jsou zde uvedeny a analyzovány všechny
známé metody použı́vané polskými kryptology. Dále je uveden vliv jejich práce na britské
kryptology a metody, které byly užı́vány v Bletchley Park, britském kryptologickém centru.
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Abstract: This thesis is dedicated to cryptoanalysis of the cipher machine called Enigma,
used during the Second World War by German military forces. The story of Enigma is a
part of modern cryptology. However, there still remains some unclear facts about Enigma.
The reason is that the information were for a long time classified, now there is a lack of
reliable sources. Moreover, some of the reports are even conflicting. In this text I use especially the articles written by Marian Rejewski, the main hero of the story, including the
unpublished manuscripts in Polish. Main subject is an analysis of the methods used by Rejewski and his colleagues. In the first chapter, there is the description of the machine and
its mathematical model. In the second chapter, there is described how Rejewski reconstructed internal structure of Enigma with use of the permutation theory. The whole process is
analyzed and some new possible solutions of the facts that were not properly explained, are
presented. The third chapter is about reconstruction of ‘daily keys’.All methods used by the
Polish cryptologists are presented and analyzed. Finally, there is shortly described impact
of Polish work on British cryptologists and the methods used in Bletchley Park, British
center of cryptology.

Keywords: Enigma, Rejewski, rotor, permutation.
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Introduction
History of Enigma
In the history of cryptology, the first half of the 20th century was the time of
special designed cipher machines and mechanical devices. There were many
types of rotor-based machines in use all around the world. The most important names of inventors are German Arthur Scherbius, American Edward
Hugh Hebern, Dutchman Hugo Alexander Koch or the Swedes Arvid Gerhard Damm and Boris Hagelin [1]. More or less modified Enigma and Hagelin
machines were used for example in the USA (The M - 209), France, Switzerland, Italy, Japan (the so-called Purple, a simplified Enigma, broken by
Americans) and so on. Even the British used a similar device called TYPE-X,
which was later modified to help in the final phase of the decryption of the
German messages.
On 18th February 1918, Arthur Scherbius filled a patent for Enigma Cipher Machine. One month later, Scherbius offered his machine to German
Navy, but he was refused. He hoped to sell his machine in the business community and also failed. Finally, in 1926 luck smiled upon him. The German
Navy started to use Enigma. Then, two years later, on 15th July 1928, the
German Army began using Enigma and started the massive use of Enigmas
all over the military and political nets. The design of Enigma was still improving during the years, the number of different nets and modifications was
growing. At the beginning of the war, there were around 40 thousands of
machines in use in dozens of different nets with their different setups. During
the war, the number of Enigmas in use exceeded 100 thousands [2].
On the other hand, the future Allies soon noticed some new ways in German encryption procedures and started to react. The first center of success
was located in Poland. Polish authorities were most afraid of the raising
power of their German neighbor. Partly thanks to this fear, mostly thanks
to young ingenious mathematician Marian Rejewski and later on to his colleagues Henryk Zygalski and Jerzy Rózycki, the Poles reconstructed internal
connections in Enigma. They also developed several methods of finding keys.
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Because of their effort, the Polish Cipher Bureau was able to decrypt significant part of the German secret conversations during the 30’s. Shortly before
the outbreak of the war, they shared their results with the British and French
intelligence and when the war began, the Polish team continued its work in
France and in Northern Africa.
In the summer 1939, the British government created a cryptologic center in Bletchley Park. Among the mathematicians hired to work on breaking Enigma, the main names were Gordon Welchman, Alan Turing and
Dillwyn Knox. They adopted most of the Polish results and started to develop them with their huge resources. Alan Turing improved the design of the
so-called Polish ‘Bomba’, an electromechanical device constructed to simulate the function of Enigma, which was based partly on a plaintext attack,
partly on an exhaustive search. As the encryption procedures and the machines were improving, a great help for the work was also capturing a few
machines and materials from German sunken submarines. During the war,
Bletchley Park was able to inform the generality about a lot of German plans
and it played an important role in the defeat of Germany.
The documents about Enigma were kept secret for a long time after the
end of World War II. Before the rise of computers, similar devices were still
in use. Germans were unaware of such a big leak of their secret information
for a long time, even after the war. Although the German intelligence was
suspicious from time to time, this leak of information was always explained
by the laziness of Enigma operators or by another spying technique of the
enemy.

Contribution to Cryptography
Breaking the Enigma cipher can be seen as the beginning of the modern
cryptanalysis. For the first time, mathematicians and technicians were employed.
It appeared, that these electromechanical rotor-based machines could be represented in the language of the permutation theory. Next, using and the
failure of Enigma revealed a lot of problems in designing of massive cryptosystems. Germans made a lot of critical mistakes, which were used by the
Allies. Finally, a great amount of financial and human resources was sacrificed
to break the cipher.
One of the basic rules in designing a cryptosystem is always to assume
that the adversary knows the enciphering algorithm. The cryptosystem must
be always based on the variability of the key and its exchange. In the case of
Enigma it means that the enemy posses the machine. It was most of the time
this case. In the first phase before the war, the Poles were able to reconstruct
the Enigma machine entirely. Germans tried to protect their cipher machines,
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but it was impossible with such an amount of machines in use. British forces
captured some new Enigmas from time to time, so they could concentrate
mainly on revealing the keys.
Another important problem is the key distribution. When two sides are
communicating, they have to agree on a secret key. Enigma had several components, which could be set up in different ways. This setting could be taken
as a key. Agreeing on the keys was partly done by a centralized providing
(‘daily keys’), partly it depended on the sender of the message (‘message
keys’). It caused several problems. Thanks to the information about daily
keys obtained by French espionage, the Poles reconstructed the internal connections in Enigma. Sometimes the set of the keys must have been destroyed
because of suspicion that the enemy captured it.
Even the operating protocol of the Enigma caused a crucial leak of information. Germans violated another rule of the cryptography: to avoid sending
the same message with two different keys. In the beginning of the message,
they were sending a three letter ‘message key’, enciphered twice, to detect
the corruption of the transmission. This key depended on the operator’s selection and it appeared quite easy to be found out. Moreover, it was possible
to get even more information about the machine setting from it. This was
also caused by the fact that the keys were selected by operators, who were
often choosing stereotyped triples, or simply such keys, that their property
was far from random choice. It proved, that the human is a very poor random generator. Furthermore, German for example often used stereotyped
beginning of the message (ANX), which made plaintext attack possible.
Finally, it was a big step forward in the organization of the decryption.
In Poland, mathematicians were systematically picked up and trained, and
a help of engineers was used for the construction the ‘Bomba’. Then in
Bletchley Park, 50 miles North-West from London, more than 10 thousand
people worked on breaking the German ciphers [3]. A special hardware was
developed with a great amount of money and other resources. Germans were
unaware of such a great and systematic work on the decryption of their
messages. This was the next rule, which they violated: Never to underestimate the effort of the enemy.
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Chapter 1
Description and Model
1.1

Description

Figure 1.1: Military Enigma (left) and naval Enigma. Source:[9]
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Description

Figure 1.2: Enigma keyboard and the plug board without any wires in a
detailed view. Source:[9]
The Enigma machine looked like a portable typewriter and consisted of
the following parts:
• A keyboard with 26 keys, denoted by the letters of the Latin alphabet.
Almost today’s QWERTY with a small difference (figure 1.2)
• A board with 26 small bulbs, arranged and denoted in the same way
as the keyboard.
• An entrance wheel, not movable.
• Three removable and exchangeable rotors on the single shaft.
• A reflector, not movable.
• A plug board (this part was not contained in the commercial model) for each key there was an input and output plug. For any two keys the
corresponding pairs of plugs could be connected by a cable, always the
input plug of one key to the output plug of the other key. Without the
cable the input and output plugs corresponding to the same key were
connected.
• A small battery, source of the current.
A most important part of the machine was the scrambler consisting of
the entrance wheel, the rotors and the reflector.
The rotors (figure 1.1) contained 26 disc contacts arranged in a regular
circle on one side. These contacts were connected by wires inside the body
of the rotor in an irregular way to the 26 spring loaded contacts on the other
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Description

Figure 1.3: A front view and back view of the Enigma rotor and three rotors
on the shaft. Source:[9]
side of the rotor. Finger notches on each rotor enabled to change manually
the position of each rotor even when the metal lid covering the scrambler
was closed. It was possible to observe the position of each rotor through a
small window in the cover of the scrambler. There were also smaller notches
that were a part of the mechanism for carrying the movement of a rotor to
the rotor on its left. On the outer surface of a rotor, there was the metal ring
with letters written around (or in some cases numbers instead of letters). The
position of the ring with respect to the core of the rotor could be changed and
the ring was fixed to the core of the rotor by a catch. On the ring, there was
also one carry notch, which in a particular position carried the movement of
the rotor to the rotor on its left.
The reflector had only 26 spring loaded contacts on one side, which were
irregularly connected in pairs by 13 wires inside the reflector. This is the
reason, why in each particular position of the rotors, the substitution cipher
was very special. It will be seen from the description in the next section,
that the substitution consisted of 13 pairs of letters, i.e. no letter remained
unchanged during the encryption. Moreover, when the encrypted text was
enciphered again starting from the same setup of the machine, the double
encrypted text was identical with the original plaintext. This property (called
self-reciprocity) was the basis of the decryption.
How the encryption proceeded? When a key was pressed, the rotor in
the rightmost position always executed one twenty-sixth of the revolution.
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Description

Figure 1.4: A scheme of the flow of the current through the Enigma machine,
when the key W is pressed and the output letter is I.
The electric current then flew to the plug board. If the pressed key was
connected to a plug that was further connected to another plug by a cable in
the plug board, then the current flew from the input plug of the pressed key
to output plug of another key. Without the cable the input plug of the key
was connected to the output plug of the same key. From the output plugs of
the plug board the current flew to the entrance wheel. Then it flew through
all the three rotors to the reflector and then backwards through the rotors
and the plug board. Finally, the electric current reached the board with lamps
and a lamp lit. The letter on the lit lamp was the result of the encryption of
the letter on the pressed key. A schematic diagram is on figure 1.4
How the movement of the rightmost wheel was carried to the other wheels? On each ring, there was ‘carry notch’. For each of two pairs of neighboring
rotors there was one T-shaped rod. When one end of the rod fell into the
notch on the right rotor, the other end fell into one of the small notches on
the middle rotor and the movement of the right rotor was carried to the other
rotor. The same rod was between the middle and the left rotor. If the right
end of the rod did not fall into the carry notch, then the other end of the
rod did not reach the small notches on the left neighbor and the movement
of the right rotor was not carried.
Example 1. Suppose the carry notch is placed on the ring of the right rotor in
such a way, that the turnover happens, when the letter G is visible through
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Mathematical Model

a corresponding window, and on the middle rotor in such way that turnover
happens, when the letter R is visible. Here are three typical examples of the
positions of the rotors can evolve:
.
A
A
A
A
.

.
A
A
A
A
.

.
A
B
C
D
.

. . .
A A F
A A G
A B H
A B I
. . .

. . .
A Q G
A R H
B S I
B S J
. . .

The first example shows a typical situation when only the right rotor moves.
The second one is an example of the carry of the movement of the right
rotor to the middle one. The third example describes a rather rare situation
when the carry of the movement between the right and the middle rotors is
immediately followed by the carry of the movement between the middle and
the left rotors.
The double turnover of the middle rotor in the third example means that
the three rotors return to the original position after 26 · 25 · 26 = 16900 steps.
Or stating otherwise, the period of the movement of the rotors was 16900.

1.2
1.2.1

Mathematical Model
Static Model

The flow of the electric current through the machine can be represented in
the language of permutations. In this text, a permutation will be a bijection
on the set of 26 letters of the alphabet used on Enigma keyboard. The permutations will be denoted by capital letters. Small letters will denote the
members of the set {a, b, c, . . . , x, y, z} of the alphabet.
We shall adopt the convention that the value of the permutation A in the
point x will be written as xA. Then it is natural to denote the composition
of two permutations A, D (first A and then D) as AD, since:
x(AD) = (xA)D
The reason is mostly historical, to be consistent with Rejewski’s notation.
Now we can denote the spring loaded contacts on one side of the rotor
by letters from a to z in the alphabetical order and in the same way the
disc contacts on the other side of the rotor. We do it in such a way that
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the opposite contacts will be denoted by the same letters. Now the 26 wires
inside the rotor define a permutation on the set {a, b, c, . . . , x, y, z}.
In a similar way, the wires inside the reflector define another permutation.
We denote again the contacts on the reflector by the letters of the alphabet
from a to z. The 13 wires inside the reflector then define a permutation
consisting of 13 transpositions (cycles of length two) . So now we can represent
the flow of the current through the scrambler in a fixed position as follows:
N M LRL−1 M −1 N −1
where N describes the wiring inside the right rotor, M describes the permutation defined by the middle rotor, L by the eft rotor and R by the reflector.
Let us then denote the permutation defined by the cross-wiring between
the plugs from the plug board and the contacts in the entry wheel by the
letter H. We moreover denote the permutation defined by the cables in the
plug board by the letter S. Then we will obtain the following formula for the
permutation defined by one particular position of the Enigma:
SHN M LRL−1 M −1 N −1 H −1 S −1 .

1.2.2

Dynamic Model

Now the task is to make this model dynamical, i.e. to include also the movements of the rotors. We represent turnovers of the rotors by the permutation
P , which has one cycle of length 26 and maps each letter of the alphabet to
the next one:
P = (a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z).
Now we formulate, what happens, when for example the rotor N makes one
turn. Suppose that the particular position of the rotors before the turnover
is represented by the product:
SHN M LRL−1 M −1 N −1 H −1 S −1
Then we are interested, how to express the permutation after the turnover.
On the left hand side of the figure 1.5 there is a schematic view on part of
the rotor N before the turnover. Suppose the electric current flows from the
letter a in the entrance wheel to the letter o of the rotor N . Then it flows
through an internal connection to the letter r on the other side of the rotor
and then proceeds to the letter a of the middle rotor.
After it turns one step upwards, the rotor N is in the position drawn on
the upper part of the right hand side of the figure 1.5. Now the current from
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Figure 1.5: Dynamic model
the letter a of the entrance wheel flows to the letter p of the rotor N . Then
it flows through the internal connection to the letter q on the other side of
the rotor and continues to the letter y of the middle rotor.
This movement can be in fact graphically expressed without changing the
position of the rotor N as shown on the lower part of the right hand side
of the figure 1.5. So we can express the consequence of one turnover of the
rotor N using the cyclic permutation P . The flow of the current through the
rotor N turned by one step is described by the permutation
P N P −1 .
So the permutation defined by the new position of the machine after one
turnover of the right rotor can be represented by the product
SHP N P −1 M LRL−1 M −1 P N −1 P −1 H −1 S −1 .
Also all other turnovers can be represented by conjugating the corresponding permutation M or L by P .
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1.3

Setup of the Machine

Setup of the Machine

As we have already seen, several parts of the machine could be set up in many
different ways. All of this variances were used to choose a key for encryption
of a given message.

1.3.1

Daily Keys

In each particular net, all machines were set up each day in the same way to
be able to encrypt and decrypt messages. This setting changed more or less
often, in the beginning the typical period was one day. That is the reason,
why it is called Daily key.
The Daily key consisted of these parts:
• The order of the rotors (Walzenlage) - At the beginning there were
3 rotors and the order was changed once in 3 months. Since the 1st
February 1936, the order was changed monthly and since the 1st October 1936 daily [4]. On 15th December 1938, two additional rotors were
introduced and during the war, further 3 rotors.
• The position of the rings (Ringstellung) - This was the position of the
alphabet ring on the rotor. This position was initially changed once in
a month, then daily.
• The plug board connections (Stecker ) - The plug board connections
were determined by 6 cables and changed daily. Since 1st October 1936
the number of used cables varied from 5 to 8 [4]. Later it increased to
10.
• The basic setting (Grundstellung) - It described which letters on the
alphabet rings were visible in the small windows. This setting was changed daily. Since 15th September 1938 (in S.D. net since 1st July 1939),
it was no longer part of the daily key.

1.3.2

Number of Daily Keys

The number of daily keys was huge and even now it would be a problem
to base the attack only on exhaustive search. The daily keys were recovered
part by part, using several different methods, which are described in Chapter
3.
The total number of possible daily keys can be computed as follows:
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• The order of the rotors - For 3 rotors, the number of possible orders is
3! = 6. For 5 rotors, the number of possible orders is 5 · 4 · 3 = 60.
• The position of the rings - We have 3 rotors in the machine and on
each rotor, the ring could have been placed in 26 different positions, so
we have 263 = 17576 possibilities.
• The plug board connections - In the case, where 6 cables are used, the
.
26!
number of all possible plug board connections is 26 ·6!·14!
= 1011 For 10
.
cables, it is 21026!
= 1, 5·1014 (an explanation for this number is given
·10!·6!
in section 3.3).
• The basic setting - The number of basic settings is the same as the
number of positions of the ring, i.e. 263 = 17576.
In fact, the movements of the middle and left rotors were not too important. They played minor role in the process of recovering the daily keys an
even in the process of reconstructing of the machine, as we shall see later.
What was really important was the real position of the rotors, which can be
expressed as the difference between Ringstellung and Grundstellung. So the
number of real positions is also 263 = 17576.
The total number of keys we are interested in (in the first phase) was
then
26!
.
6· 6
· 263 = 1016
2 · 6! · 14!

1.3.3

Message Keys

One can imagine many different protocols how to incorporate the Enigma
into the encryption process. If a right protocol had been chosen, the Poles
would have probably never been able to reconstruct the internal connections
of the machine.
In the operating protocol, which was used since the beginning till 15th
September 1938, encryption proceeded in this way:
• The operator set up the machine according to the prescribed daily key.
• Then he selected randomly 1 3 letters - the message key (e.g. xyz), and
wrote them twice (in order xyzxyz).
1
However, the choices made by human operators were far from being random. The
operators were often chose stereotyped triplets of letters, partly due to laziness, partly
because of subconscious tending to some patterns. It helped a lot both to the Poles (more
about it in section 2.3) and to the British in breaking the cipher.
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• Then he encrypted the 6 letters with the machine set up according to
daily key. The 6 encrypted letters were then placed in the beginning of
the message as the indicator.
• Finally, he turned the rotors in such a way that three plain message
key letters were visible in the small windows (or in other words, he
changed the Grundstellung according to the message key) and in the
new position started to type the message itself.
The message key was typed twice because of possible corruption of the
signal. But it turned out to be one of the gravest mistakes. When Rejewski
was first dealing with the Enigma cipher, he revealed quickly that the first
six letters of the encrypted messages had special meaning. When he took
messages from one day, he noticed that when the first letters of two messages
were equal, then also the fourth letters were equal. The same thing happened
also for the second and fifth letters and also for the third and sixth letters.
From this property and from the basic knowledge about the machine Rejewski, as he states in [7], deduced that the first 6 letters of each encrypted
message were the indicator of the message, the message key repeated twice.
However, Bauer in [1] wrote about determining the special role of the first 6
letters:
How did the Polish bureau find out about the indicator at all?
It was found out that two messages beginning with the same 6letter-group had a heightened index of coincidence. Thus, they
invited superimposition. But then, the 6-letter-group determined
the initial position of the rotors - in other words it was an indicator. Since it was clear that it was not plain, it could only be
somehow encrypted.
On 15th September 1938, the encryption procedure was changed. Grundstellung was no longer a part of daily key. Now the process was the following:
• The operator set up the machine according to the prescribed daily key.
• Then he selected randomly 3 letters - the new Grundstellung (e.g. abc)
and set up the rotors according to these letters.
• Then he selected again randomly 3 letters - the new message key
(e.g. xyz) and typed them twice.
• Finally, he turned the rotors to see the plain message key xyz in the
small windows and started to type in the message itself.
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This change was announced in advance in encrypted conversation, so the
Poles knew about it. They managed to develop new methods of finding daily
keys.
Later during the war, on 1st May 1940, the procedure was changed again
and the doubling of the message key was abandoned completely [1] (According to [2] the date of change was the 14th May, in some nets 10th and 12th
May. But for sure it was shortly before the German offensive campaign in
France).
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Chapter 2
Internal Connections
2.1
2.1.1

Beginning of the Work
History

On 15th July 1928 German military stations started to broadcast first machine enciphered massages. On the other side, Polish monitoring stations
started to intercept them. The Polish Cipher Bureau, German section, tried
to decrypt the messages, but their effort was unsuccessful.
At least it was revealed that this new code is probably produced by
Enigma machines. Another episode helped to decide this. Sometime around
the beginning of 1928, there arrived a package at the Warsaw Customs Office
from the German Reich. It was declared to contain radio equipment. The
representative of the German firm insisted so desperately on returning the
package, that it alerted the officers. They contacted the Polish Intelligence
Bureau and because it was during the weekend, they gave them some time to
examine the package. After the box was carefully opened, it appeared that
instead of radio equipment it contained a cipher machine. They examined the
machine briefly (in fact it was a commercial model of Enigma) and returned
it back.
After many failed attempts to solve it, Enigma code was for a few years
abandoned. But the heads of Cipher Bureau (Major Pokorny, later Lt. Col. Karol G. Langer and Capt. Maksymilian Ciezki) did not give up. They realized
that not only knowledge of language, but also knowledge of mathematics
might be of use. A course of cryptology for students finishing their mathematical studies was organized at the University of Poznan. Several of them
were selected and temporary worked for the Cipher Bureau. Finally, three of
them, Marian Rejewski (1905-1980), Henryk Zygalski (1906-1978) and Jerzy
Rózycki (1907-1942) were employed permanently since the 1st September
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1932 at the Cipher Bureau in Warsaw.

2.1.2

Message Keys

In the fall 1932, Rejewski was separated from his colleagues, given a small
room and orders to renew work on solving the Enigma cipher. He was provided the commercial machine, and several dozens encrypted messages daily.
As it was said in 1.3.3, he found out quickly that the first six letters of the
message played special role. It was twice enciphered three-letter message key.
Let us denote by the letters A, B, C, D, E, F , the six permutations
defined by the first six successive positions of the machine set up according
to the daily key. These six permutations (Alphabets) are used to encrypt the
six letters of the doubled message key. Thus
A
B
C
D
E
F

=
=
=
=
=
=

SHP N P −1 M LRL−1 M −1 P N −1 P −1 H −1 S −1
SHP 2 N P −2 M LRL−1 M −1 P 2 N −1 P −2 H −1 S −1
SHP 3 N P −3 M LRL−1 M −1 P 3 N −1 P −3 H −1 S −1
SHP 4 N P −4 M LRL−1 M −1 P 4 N −1 P −4 H −1 S −1
SHP 5 N P −5 M LRL−1 M −1 P 5 N −1 P −5 H −1 S −1
SHP 6 N P −6 M LRL−1 M −1 P 6 N −1 P −6 H −1 S −1 .

(2.1.1)

These equations hold only when there is no turnover of the middle rotor
during the encryption of the six letters of the doubled message key. If this
assumption was wrong, then there was a possibility to discover it later during
the calculations leading to the reconstruction of the internal wiring inside
the right rotor. it could revealed later in the procedure and the internal
connections could be reconstructed anyway.
Unfortunately, the permutations A, B, C, D, E, F were unknown as well
as the permutations H, M , N , L, R, S. However, Rejewski noticed, that he
could extract some information from the encrypted message keys: suppose
we have intercepted the following indicator
dmq vbf
He assumed that this was an encrypted version of a doubled message key
xyzxyz It means that xA = d and also xD = v. But because also dA = x
(self-reciprocity), we get by substitution for x from the last expression that
dAD = v
If we have enough indicators from the same day that begin with all possible
26 letters, we can reconstruct the whole permutation AD. We do not even
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need all of the letters. The permutation AD is already uniquely determined
by the images of 25 from 26 letters (it means we have 25 messages, which
begin with different letters). It is the same for permutations BE and CF .
Thanks to the special property of this permutations described in the next
section, we do not even need 25 letters to determine this permutation (it will
not be then determined uniquely, but only very small number of possibilities
will remain). Rejewski claimed that for reconstruction of these permutations
about 80 messages [5, 6], or even 60 messages [4] from one day were sufficient.
However, if we suppose that the message keys are selected randomly and
independently and each letter has the same probability, then the amount of
messages stated by Rejewski should not be sufficient. When calculating the
probability that at most j letters are missing as the first letters of messages
intercepted during the same day (and on many other occasions later in the
thesis), we use the following combinatorial principle.
Proposition 2.1.1. Suppose we have n undistinguishable balls and k boxes.
The number of ways how to place n balls into k boxes is
µ
¶ µ
¶
n+k−1
n+k−1
=
.
n
k−1
From this number of cases the following number is the number of possibilities
such that there is at least one ball in each box:
¶
¶ µ
µ
n−1
(n − k) + k − 1
.
=
k−1
n−k
We can imagine that we have the sequence of n balls and k − 1 dividers
between two subsequent boxes. This sequence corresponds uniquely to one
way how to place n balls in k boxes. The dividers are also undistinguishable.
Then the number of all such sequences is the number
¶
µ
¶ µ
n+k−1
n+k−1
.
=
k−1
n
This is so because we can denote each ball by 0 and each divider by 1 and
thus this number represents the number of sequences of length n + k − 1
containing exactly k − 1 1’s.
The explanation for the second number is that first we put one ball into
each of k boxes and remaining n − k balls are distributed into the boxes
arbitrarily.
We can apply this principle to the case of n messages intercepted during
one day and k letters of the alphabet appearing as the first letter of the
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50
60
70
80
90
100
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1
0.003
0.027
0.115
0.329
0.727
1.352

2
0.039
0.242
0.819
1.953
3.731
6.136

3
0.285
1.310
3.571
7.195
11.979
17.570

4
1.395
4.865
10.827
18.627
27.325
36.112

Table 2.1: Messages and missing letters
messages. Then the number of balls in each box corresponds to the number
of messages starting with a given letter.
Therefore, the number of all possible combinations of the 26 letters of the
alphabet as the first letters of n intercepted messages is
µ
¶
n + 25
.
25
Now denote by i the number of letters,
do not appear as the first letter
¡ which
¢
of any of n messages. Then we have 26i possible choices for the set of 26 − i
letters that do appear as the first letter of at least one of the n messages. For
each such choice, there are exactly
µ
¶ µ
¶
(n − (26 − i)) + (26 − i) − 1
n−1
=
(26 − i) − 1
25 − i
ways of having n first letters of the messages chosen from 26 − i possibilities,
such that each possibility is chosen at least once. Suppose the letter j is the
maximal number of letters, for which we do not have their images. Then the
probability of missing at most j letters is computed as follows:
Pj ¡26¢¡ n−1 ¢
pn,j =

i=0

i
¡n+25
¢25−i

(2.1.2)

25

In the table 2.1, rounded values are in % , n is the number of intercepted
messages in one day (in the left column, from 50 to 100) and j is the maximal
number of missing letters (in the first row, from 1 to 4). It means that e.g.
for 80 messages we have only about 2% chance that at most for 2 letters,
their images will be missing.
I state here one possible speculative explanation of this very strange fact:
The messages were maybe intercepted from one station and the message keys
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may have been selected by one operator. This operator was trying each time
to select different key, so the natural way how to ensure this is to select
each time different first letter. Moreover, because he was typically selecting
stereotype message keys, even the selection of the second and third letter was
not independent and had the same distribution property as the first letter.
Let us now denote by the letter Q the common expression in the set of
equations 2.1.1 to shorten the notation:
Q = M LRL−1 M −1

(2.1.3)

Using this substitution we get the following set of permutations, the same as
Rejewski did:
AD = SHP N P −1 QP N −1 P 3 N P −4 QP 4 N −1 P −4 H −1 S −1
BE = SHP 2 N P −2 QP 2 N −1 P 3 N P −5 QP 5 N −1 P −5 H −1 S −1
CF = SHP 3 N P −3 QP 3 N −1 P 3 N P −6 QP 6 N −1 P −6 H −1 S −1

2.2

(2.1.4)

Permutation Theory

Now it is necessary to introduce some facts from the theory of permutations,
which helped Rejewski to solve the system of equations 2.1.4 or respectively
2.1.1
Definition 2.2.1. The Alphabet is the permutation on the set of 26 letters {a, b, c, . . . , x, y, z}, which comprises of 13 disjunctive cycles of length 2
(transpositions).
Remark 2.2.2. The term Alphabet uses Turing in [8] mostly for the whole
permutation, which defines, how each of the letters will be enciphered in one
particular setup of the machine.
Definition 2.2.3. The Characteristic is the permutation on the set of 26
letters a, b, c, . . . , x, y, z, which is composed from two Alphabets.
Definition 2.2.4. The Characteristic Set of a given day is the triple of
permutations AD, BE and CF , described in the previous section.
Remark 2.2.5. Rejewski uses in his texts both expressions, the Characteristic
and the Characteristic Set of a given day, for the triplet of permutations AD,
BE and CF .
Lemma 2.2.6. Two permutations X and Y are conjugated (i.e. there exists
Z, such that X = ZY Z −1 ) if and only if they are of the same type (i.e. they
have the same cyclic structure).
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Remark 2.2.7. It is easily seen that the relation ‘to be conjugated ’ is the
equivalence relation. We get the decomposition of the group into conjugacy
classes. In each class there are permutations of the same type.
From the proof of this well known lemma we get also an easy recipe,
how to construct the permutation Z, which conjugates permutations X and
Y provided they have the same cyclic structure. It is enough to subscribe
permutation Y beneath X and we can directly see the mapping Z - image
of each letter is right beneath.
This also shows us, how many such permutations Z we can construct and
that the number depends on the cyclic structure of the permutations X and
Y . We denote by ki the number of cycles of length i in permutation X (or
Y ). Then the number of possible permutations Z is:
n
Y

iki · ki ! ,

where n is maximum length of cycles

(2.2.1)

i=1

This is because there are ki ! ways of ordering cycles of length i and each
such cycle can be written in i different ways.
The important theorem on product of two Alphabets follows [5]:
Theorem 2.2.8. For a permutation A there exist two Alphabets X and Y
such that A = XY , if and only if A contains an even number of cycles of
each length.
Proof. First suppose we have two Alphabets X and Y and A = XY . How
does the product of X and Y look like? If we take one transposition from
X, say (a1 , a2 ), there always exists a transposition (a2 , a3 ) in Y . Then we
continue the chain by finding transposition (a3 , a4 ) in X, and so on. After at
most k steps, where 1 ≤ k ≤ 13, we have to find a transposition of the shape
in (a2k , a1 ):
transpositions in X
(a1 , a2 )
(a3 , a4 )
...
(a2k−3 , a2k−2 )
(a2k−1 , a2k )

transpositions in Y
(a2 , a3 )
(a4 , a5 )
...
(a2k−2 , a2k−1 )
(a2k , a1 )

Now we can clearly see the images of the letters a1 , . . . , a2k , when permutation A = XY is applied. In fact, A has to contain two cycles of the
form
(a1 a3 . . . a2k−3 a2k−1 ) ,
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If there are some transpositions left in X, we continue by selection one
of these, forming new chain. After making at most 13 chains, we exhaust all
transpositions.
The converse implication follows straight from the previous construction.
We select a pair of cycles of the same length from A and construct from it
parts of two Alphabets X and Y . Then we continue by selecting another pair,
until we exhaust all the cycles of A.
Corollary 2.2.9. Each Characteristic contains an even number of cycles of
each length.
We can see from the proof of the second implication of the Theorem 2.2.8
that if we have the Characteristic, it can be obtained as the product of two
Alphabets. But these pairs of Alphabets are not uniquely determined.
The number of pairs of Alphabets that compose into a given Characteristic
is determined by the cyclic structure of the Characteristic in the following
way:
Suppose ki denotes the number of cycles of length i in the Characteristic.
First we have to find the number of possible pairings of the cycles and for
each pair of cycles there are as many ways of arranging the pair as the length
of the cycle in this pair. This is because when we fix one cycle of length i, the
second one we can write in i ways, and it defines every time new composition.
So the total number of pairs of Alphabets (denoted Bt ) is:
(
ki !·i
13
Y
if ki 6= 0
ki
!·2(ki /2)
)
(
2
(2.2.2)
Bt =
li
, where li =
1
if ki = 0
i=1

2.3
2.3.1

Rightmost Rotor
First Steps

Suppose now we have the system of equations 2.1.4, next task was to decompose the Characteristics into Alphabets to obtain the system of equations 2.1.1.
There were quite a lot of possible solutions as it was said in section 2.2.
However, it turned out to be relatively easy to select the right triplet of pairs
of Alphabets. Rejewski guessed that German operators often used stereotype
message keys, such as three identical letters, or three letters in vertical or
horizontal row on the keyboard. This guess of operators habits was a great
help for Rejewski. It showed again, how dangerous it was to leave the selection
of the message keys on operators. This selection was far from random.
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The Germans later forbade to use two same letters one after another in
the message key. The operators were then so careful that they used strictly
three different letters and Poles based another method of getting Alphabets
on this property. There was no way to avoid regularities, when message keys
were selected by operators.
In the set of equations 2.1.1, there were still too many unknowns. In this
place help came from a spy and another lucky guess.
In December 1932, the French Cipher Bureau provided the Polish Cipher
Bureau the material about Enigma, which it got from a spy. His name was
Hans-Thilo Schmidt (pseudonym Asche) and he was a brother of a German
military officer.
In [2] it is said that the French Bureau provided Polish side with following
material: Operating instructions for Enigma, keying instructions, monthly
tables of army keys for December 1931, the years 32, 33 and the first half of
34. Moreover, materials on an earlier Enigma model of 1930, ten documents
in all, including one cipher text with corresponding plain text.
However, Rejewski mentions in his articles only two sets of daily keys,
from September and October 1932. This disproportion between material
available to Rejewski and material available to representatives of the Polish Cipher Bureau was never explained, but we assume that Rejewski had
only these two sets of daily keys.
This daily keys involved the setup of the plug board for each day, so
now the permutation S was known to Rejewski. The next problem was the
permutation H, the connections to the entrance wheel. First he assumed
that the connections were the same as they were in the commercial model of
Enigma. In the commercial model, the letters were wired to in the entrance
wheel in the order of keys on the Enigma keyboard. This wrong assumption
caused Rejewski a great amount of unnecessary work.
After Rejewski tried data from different days and recalculated everything
with no result, he guessed that maybe connections to the entrance wheel are
different in military Enigma. He thought, that maybe another regular order
was chosen and tried the alphabetical order. It means that the permutation
H was the identity. It proved to be the right guess and suddenly all following
equations started to make a sense.
However, later he showed [6] that the wiring between the plug board
and the entrance wheel could be deduced without guessing. We present the
method in section 2.4. It also seemed that revealing the connections in entry
wheel caused major problems to the British cryptologists [4]:
When the meeting of Polish, French, and British cipher bureau
representatives took place in Poland in July 1939, the first ques-
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tion that the British cryptologist Dillwyn Knox asked was: What
are the connections in the entry drum? And second, Knox’s niece,
Penelope Fitzgerald, states in her book The Knox Brothers, published in 1978, that Knox was furious when he learned how simple
it was.

2.3.2

Equations

Now we can transform the set of equations 2.1.1, using the substitution 2.1.3,
in such way that we put as much as possible known permutations on the left
sides of the equations:
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

def

=
def
=
def
=
def
=
def
=
def
=

P −1 H −1 S −1 ASHP
P −2 H −1 S −1 BSHP 2
P −3 H −1 S −1 CSHP 3
P −4 H −1 S −1 DSHP 4
P −5 H −1 S −1 ESHP 5
P −6 H −1 S −1 F SHP 6

=
=
=
=
=
=

N P −1 QP N −1
N P −2 QP 2 N −1
N P −3 QP 3 N −1
N P −4 QP 4 N −1
N P −5 QP 5 N −1
N P −6 QP 6 N −1

(2.3.1)

Now we multiply each two successive equations:
UV
VW
WX
XY
YZ

=
=
=
=
=

N P −1 QP −1 QP P N −1
N P −2 QP −1 QP P 2 N −1
N P −3 QP −1 QP P 3 N −1
N P −4 QP −1 QP P 4 N −1
N P −5 QP −1 QP P 5 N −1

(2.3.2)

From these equations we can eliminate the common expressions QP −1 QP
and obtain the following system:
UV
VW
WX
XY

=
=
=
=

N P N −1 V W N P −1 N −1
N P N −1 W XN P −1 N −1
N P N −1 XY N P −1 N −1
N P N −1 Y ZN P −1 N −1

(2.3.3)

Now I cite the last part of the description from [4] and present the analysis
of the procedure in the next section:
We see that the expression V W is transformed from the expression U V by the action of permutation N P N −1 Subscribing V W
beneath U V in all possible ways - and there are several dozen
ways - we obtain dozens of possible solution for the expression
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N P N −1 . Similarly, W X is transformed from V W by the action
of the same expression N P N −1 . Thus, subscribing W X beneath
V W , we will again obtain dozens of possible solutions for the
expression N P N −1 . One of these solutions should be identical
with one of those previously obtained. That is the N P N −1 that
we are seeking. The last two equations for XY and Y Z are now
superfluous.
The rest is simple. It suffices to subscribe beneath the expression
obtained for N P N −1 the permutation P , known to us, in all the
twenty-six variants for the connections in drum N . Which of these
variants we select is not of great importance for the moment, since
the choice of one or another variant signifies merely a greater or
lesser torsion in the N drum of the side with the fixed contacts
with respect to the side with he spring-loaded contacts. Final
determination of the correct torsion will only be possible later.

2.3.3

Analysis

How hard or easy was to go through all the equations above in real?
In fact theoretically it is possible to obtain expression N P N −1 already
from the set of equations 2.3.1. If we eliminate Q from this set as we eliminated QP −1 QP in the set of equations 2.3.2, we find out that:
U = N P N −1 V N P −1 N −1
V = N P N −1 W N P −1 N −1
...
etc. Unfortunately, permutations U, . . . , Z are not suitable for the procedure
of subscribing one beneath another because they have the cyclic structure
of Alphabets. It means that for each couple there is, according to expression
2.2.1:
.
213 · 13! = 5.1 · 1013
However, we can use this property later on. It is more convenient to multiply neighboring equations from 2.3.1 to obtain set of equations 2.3.2. The
Characteristics have more suitable structure in the sense of expression 2.2.1.
In section 3.3.2 I will present estimates of probability of a given Characteristic as a product of two random Alphabets. The number of N P N −1 will
be typically much smaller than 213 · 13!. Improvements on the procedure of
finding N P N −1 are explained in the following example.
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Example 2. (taken from [5]) Suppose permutations U, V, W, X from the set
of equations 2.3.1 are:
U
V
W
X

=
=
=
=

(ax)(bu)(ck)(dr)(ej)(f w)(gi)(lp)(ms)(nz)(oh)(qt)(vy)
(ar)(bv)(co)(dh)(ex)(f l)(gk)(iz)(jp)(mn)(qy)(su)(tw)
(as)(bz)(cp)(dq)(eo)(f w)(gj)(hl)(iy)(kr)(mu)(nt)(vx)
(ap)(bf )(cu)(dv)(ei)(gr)(ho)(jn)(ky)(lx)(mz)(qs)(tw)

Then we obtain products:
U V = (a e p f t y b s n i k o d)(r h c g z m u v q w l j x)
V W = (a k j c e v z y d l w n u)(s m t f h q i b x o p g r)
W X = (a q v l o i k g n w b m c)(p u z f t j r y e h x d s)
There are 2 · 132 ways of subscribing V W beneath U V . However, we do
not have to consider all these possibilities. This is because U and V are also
conjugated by N P N −1 and it means that each transposition from U must
be also subscribed beneath one transposition from V .
We can achieve both of these goals by specifying the ways in which we
write the Characteristic U V and V W . We write one of the two cycles of
length 13 of U V in an arbitrary way. Then we write the other cycle in such
a way that the first letter of the first cycle forms a transposition in U with
the last letter of the second cycle. Then from the proof of theorem 2.2.8 we
see that the second letter of the first cycle forms a transposition in U with
the last but one letter of the second cycle, etc. Finally the last letter of the
first cycle forms a transposition in U with the first letter of the second cycle.
Now we choose one of the two cycles of V W and subscribe it in an arbitrary way under U W . Then there is exactly one way how to subscribe the
other cycle of V W under the second cycle of U V in such a way that the
transpositions of V will be simultaneously subscribed under the transpositions of U : the first letter of the first cycle of V W must form the transposition
in V with the last letter of the second cycle of V W , etc.
So there are at most 2 · 13 possibilities for the permutation N P N −1 that
conjugates U V and V W and also U and V .
There is another way, how to reduce further this number. We know that
N P N −1 is conjugated with P so it has to have very specific cyclic structure,
one cycle with 26 letters.
So, the only possible solutions for N P N −1 from the expressions U V and
V W are:
1 : (a u b v x s z q o w p k l g h t c f j r m y d n i e)
2 : (a y u r i c x q m g o v s k e d z p l f w t n j h b)
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and the right one is the first one.
In general, we can reduce the number of possible solutions N P N −1 from
one equation from the set of equations 2.3.3 from the expression 2.2.1:
13
Y

iki · ki !

i=1

to:

13
Y
i=1

i

ki /2

µ ¶
ki
! · 2ki /2
·
2

(2.3.4)

In particular, the most interesting are the Characteristics with two cycles
of length 13, because they are the most frequent (see the section 3.3.2).
Therefore, I state the following proposition only for this case.
Proposition 2.3.1. Suppose we have the equation:
U V = N P N −1 V W N P −1 N −1
from the set of equations 2.3.3, and the permutation U V has two cycles of
length 13. Then the number of possible solutions for N P N −1 is ≤ 13.
Proof. Suppose
V W = c1 c2 ,

where c1 = (a1 a2 . . . a13 ), c2 = (a14 a15 . . . a26 )

and denote by K the correct solution for the expression N P N −1 . Let us also
define following permutations:
C = c1 c−1
2
T = (a1 a14 )(a2 a15 ) . . . (a13 a26 )
Then we know already from this section that all the possible solutions for
N P N −1 can be expressed as:
K ·G ,

where G is the subgroup generated by T and C.

Hence G is the semidirect product of the cyclic group of order 13 with the
two element group, i.e. |G| = 26. But not all of these solutions are suitable.
We know that N P N −1 is conjugated with P and therefore it has one cycle of
length 26. Therefore sgn(N P N −1 ) = −1. We also know that sgn(T ) = −1
and sgn(C i ) = 1.
It means that not all of the permutations from G will be suitable. We
know that sgn(K) = −1 and the only solutions with sgn = −1 and therefore
possibly with one cycle of length 26 will be of the shape:
KC i

for i = 0, . . . , 12
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From this proposition we know that the number of possible solutions will
be in this most probable case ≤ 13 (and typically much smaller). This means
that in fact we need only three consecutive Alphabets from the set of equations 2.1.1 and still the number of solutions is quite reasonable. Therefore, we
can use also the days with the turnover of the middle rotor, because there
we have always these three Alphabets.
This property could be also used later on, in similar ways in sections 2.4,
2.5 and 2.6.
Now suppose we already have a common solution for N P N −1 from two
equations from the set 2.3.3. The question is if the there can be more common
solutions.
Suppose the group G0 is defined for the permutation W X in the same
way as the group G was defined for the permutation V W in the proof of the
proposition 2.3.1. Then it is clear that the number of common solutions will
be |G ∩ G0 |.

2.4

Entrance Wheel

Assume again that we have the tables of daily keys for two months, as Rejewski did. To reveal the connections in the entrance wheel, we need enough
data from two days in one month, when the right rotor is in the same starting
position. More precisely, suppose, to shorten the notation, the right rotor is
in the position represented by the permutation N . The middle and the left
one will be in the position represented by P r1 M P −r1 and P t1 LP −t1 on the
first day, and P r2 M P −r2 and P t2 LP −t2 on the second day. Moreover, r1 6= r2
or t1 6= t2 . Also the plug board connection will be different for both days, let
us denote them by S1 for the first day and S2 for the second one.
First we set
def

(2.4.1)

def

(2.4.2)

Q1 = P r1 M P −r1 P t1 LP −t1 RP t1 L−1 P −t1 P r1 M −1 P −r1
and
Q2 = P r2 M P −r2 P t2 LP −t2 RP t2 L−1 P −t2 P r2 M −1 P −r2 .
Then we will have the following set of equation for the first day:
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6

=
=
=
=
=
=

S1 HP N P −1 Q1 P N −1 P −1 H −1 S1−1
S1 HP 2 N P −2 Q1 P 2 N −1 P −2 H −1 S1−1
S1 HP 3 N P −3 Q1 P 3 N −1 P −3 H −1 S1−1
S1 HP 4 N P −4 Q1 P 4 N −1 P −4 H −1 S1−1
S1 HP 5 N P −5 Q1 P 5 N −1 P −5 H −1 S1−1
S1 HP 6 N P −6 Q1 P 6 N −1 P −6 H −1 S1−1
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and for the second day:
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6

=
=
=
=
=
=

S2 HP N P −1 Q2 P N −1 P −1 H −1 S2−1
S2 HP 2 N P −2 Q2 P 2 N −1 P −2 H −1 S2−1
S2 HP 3 N P −3 Q2 P 3 N −1 P −3 H −1 S2−1
S2 HP 4 N P −4 Q2 P 4 N −1 P −4 H −1 S2−1
S2 HP 5 N P −5 Q2 P 5 N −1 P −5 H −1 S2−1
S2 HP 6 N P −6 Q2 P 6 N −1 P −6 H −1 S2−1

(2.4.4)

Then we put permutations representing plug board connections on the
left side and multiply equations, the first from one day with the first one
from the other, the second one of the first day with the second one from the
other, etc. Again to shorten the products, we denote the known left sides as
follows:
def
Ci = S1−1 Ai S1−1 S2−1 Bi S2−1
for i = 1, . . . , 6
(2.4.5)
Then:

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

=
=
=
=
=
=

HP N P −1 Q1 Q2 P N −1 P −1 H −1
HP 2 N P −2 Q1 Q2 P 2 N −1 P −2 H −1
HP 3 N P −3 Q1 Q2 P 3 N −1 P −3 H −1
HP 4 N P −4 Q1 Q2 P 4 N −1 P −4 H −1
HP 5 N P −5 Q1 Q2 P 5 N −1 P −5 H −1
HP 6 N P −6 Q1 Q2 P 6 N −1 P −6 H −1

(2.4.6)

From these equations we eliminate Q1 Q2 and we get:
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

=
=
=
=
=

HP N P N −1 P −2 H −1 C2 HP 2 N P −1 N −1 P −1 H −1
HP 2 N P N −1 P −3 H −1 C3 HP 3 N P −1 N −1 P −2 H −1
HP 3 N P N −1 P −4 H −1 C4 HP 4 N P −1 N −1 P −3 H −1
HP 4 N P N −1 P −5 H −1 C5 HP 5 N P −1 N −1 P −4 H −1
HP 5 N P N −1 P −6 H −1 C6 HP 6 N P −1 N −1 P −5 H −1

(2.4.7)

Then we get the permutations (denoted by Vi ), by which Ci and Ci+1 are
conjugated:
V1 = HP N P N −1 P−1 P −1 H −1
V2 = HP 2 N P N −1 P −1 P −2 H −1
V3 = HP 3 N P N −1 P −1 P −3 H −1
(2.4.8)
4
−1 −1 −4 −1
V4 = HP N P N P P H
V5 = HP 5 N P N −1 P −1 P −5 H −1
Each of the Vi is again not uniquely determined. We even do not know
the cyclic structure of the Vi , we only know that this structure is the same
for all Vi , i = 1, . . . , 5.
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We eliminate the common expressions N P N −1 P −1 in these products in
the following way:
V1
V2
V3
V4

=
=
=
=

HP H −1 V2 HP −1 H −1
HP H −1 V3 HP −1 H −1
HP H −1 V4 HP −1 H −1
HP H −1 V5 HP −1 H −1

(2.4.9)

Then we continue as in section 2.3. We find the permutation HP H −1 and
from this expression we get 26 possible solutions for the wiring between the
plug board and the entrance wheel.

2.5

Third Rotor - Variant I

As it was said, Rejewski had only two sets of daily keys from two months,
September and October 1932. It was the time, when the order of the rotors
was changed quarterly. Since September and October belong to two different
quarters, where the sequences of the rotors were different, Rejewski was able
to reconstruct the connections in two rotors. No further details are known
about reconstructing the connections in the third rotor and the reflector, or
about the precise order of the rotors in these two months. Even the information from Rejewski is slightly different in his materials.
From [6]:
Nalezalo jeszcze znalesc polaczenia walcow lewego i srodkowego i
odwracajacego, oraz okreslic pozycje, przy ktorych nastepuje przesuniecie walcow. Nad tymi kwestiami nie bedziemi sie zatrzymywac, gdyz metodycznie nie wnosily nic nowego, warto jedynie
wspomniec, ze umieszczenie przez Niemcow w “Gebrauchsanweisung” autentycznego przykladu szyfrowania, to znaczy podanie
tekstu depeszy jednoczesnie klerem i szyfrem w niemalym stopniu ulatwilo prace.
From [7]:
Latwo zrozumiec, ze pozostaly material szyfrowy wraz z kluczami
z tego okresu byl wystarczajacy do znalezenia polaczen reszty bebenkow i wszelkich innych szczegolow ich budowy, jak momentow
ich przesuwana sie itp., tak ze jeszcze przed koncem 1932 roku
mozna bylo odczytac calkowicie material szyfrowy z tego okresu.
From [4]:
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Finding the connections in the third drum, and especially the
connections in the reversing drum, now presented no great difficulties. Likewise, there were no difficulties with determining the
correct torsion of the drums’ side walls with respect to each other,
or the moments when the left and middle drums turned.
The operations necessary in order to establish these details consisted, basically, of attempts at reading several messages from that
period and making such adjustments in the drums as to finally
obtain the messages perfectly. An aid in this work, supplied with
the monthly tables of daily keys, were German instructions for
using the Enigma machine, including a sample plain text and its
authentic ciphergram at a stated daily key and message key. In
later editions of the same instructions, the example given was
always fictitious.
And finally from [5]:
It (changing order of the rotors) caused each of the three rotors to
be located every so often on the right-hand side of the rotor set.
As a result, the method described above for reconstructing rotor
N could be applied by turns to each rotor, and thus the complete
inner structure of the Enigma machine could be reconstructed.
Here I present two ways, how to reconstruct the connections in the third
rotor. Then it is easy to reveal connections in the reflector, because there
remains only one unknown in the equations 2.1.1.

2.5.1

Necessary Data

Nothing is known even about the precise order of the rotors in these two
months, only that each month there was a different rotor on the right. If we
denote as before the rotors from left to right with letters L, M, N, in the first
month, then the possibilities for the order of the rotors in the second month
are listed in the table 2.2.
The method presented in this section could be applied in the situation,
where the unknown rotor is in at least one of the months on the left. So we
can use it in the situations a), b) and c). Here it is used for example in the
situation a).
We will need data from four days, where the positions of the left unknown
rotor are in an arithmetical progression. We denote the difference of two
subsequent elements of this arithmetical progression by v, where 0 ≤ v ≤ 25
(in fact it would be enough to consider only the case 0 ≤ v ≤ 13, because
the difference v is the same as the difference 26 − v, if we count modulo 26).
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a)
b)
c)
d)
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1st month
LMN
LMN
LMN
LMN

2nd month
LNM
NLM
MNL
NML

unknown rotor
L
L
M
M

Table 2.2: Possible orders of the rotors

2.5.2

Equations

If we denote the starting position of the period by the letter s, then we
denote:
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

=
=
=
=

P s LP −s RP s L−1 P −s
P s+v LP −s−v RP s+v L−1 P −s−v
P s+2v LP −s−2v RP s+2v L−1 P −s−2v
P s+3v LP −s−3v RP s+3v L−1 P −s−3v

(2.5.1)

Then we can write the four Alphabets from the four days (no matter which
of the six of each day we chose), denoting the position of the middle rotor
with letter the r and the position of the right rotor with the letter t:
A
B
C
D

=
=
=
=

P t1 N P −t1 P r1 M P −r1 Q1 P r1 M −1 P −r1 P t1 N −1 P −t1
P t2 N P −t2 P r2 M P −r2 Q2 P r2 M −1 P −r2 P t2 N −1 P −t2
P t3 N P −t3 P r3 M P −r4 Q3 P r3 M −1 P −r3 P t3 N −1 P −t3
P t4 N P −t4 P r4 M P −r4 Q4 P r4 M −1 P −r4 P t4 N −1 P −t4

(2.5.2)

Because we know the Alphabets A, B, C, D and the connections in the
rotors N and M , we can compute Qi from the equations 2.5.2. Then we can
eliminate R from equations 2.5.1 as before:
P −s Q1 P s
= LP v L−1 P −s−v Q2 P s+v LP −v L−1
P −s−v Q2 P s+v
= LP v L−1 P −s−2v Q3 P s+2v LP −v L−1
−s−2v
s+2v
P
Q3 P
= LP v L−1 P −s−3v Q4 P s+3v LP −v L−1

(2.5.3)

Then we again, to make the computation easier, multiply consecutive
equations from 2.5.3 and we get:
P −s Q1 P −v Q2 P s+v
= LP v L−1 P −s−v Q2 P −v Q3 P s+2v LP −v L−1
P −s−v Q1 P −v Q2 P s+2v = LP v L−1 P −s−2v Q2 P −v Q3 P s+3v LP −v L−1
(2.5.4)
From these two equations we can compute LP v L−1 and continue as we
did it in the final phase of revealing the connections in rotor N . Now the
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j
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

tj
26
325
2600
14638
59228
168090
314912

Third Rotor - Variant I

t0j
26
325
2600
14794
62504
197938
463008

j
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

tj
352313
204984
55523
7488
520
0
0

t0j
770705
857064
579371
210496
37284
3642
182

Table 2.3: Unsuitable 26-tuples
number of solutions for L depends on the period v. If the period is 0, then
P v is identity and we cannot find L. Also if the period is 13, than P v has
the cyclic structure of an Alphabet and there are 213 · 13! solutions for L. So
the only suitable situations are, when v 6= 0, 13. Then if v is odd except 13
(or in other words if GCD(v, 26) = 1), the P v has one cycle of length 26,
and if v is even except 0 (or in other words if GCD(v, 26) = 2) two cycles of
length 13.
½
odd (exc. 13), we have 26 possibilities for the rotor L
Then if v =
even (exc. 0), we have 2 · 132 = 338 possibilities for the rotor L

2.5.3

Probability of Having Suitable Data

How big was the probability of obtaining suitable data?
Suppose the setting of rotors was selected independently for each day and
each of the 26 starting positions of the rotor has the same probability.
Then we must count the probability of having an arithmetical progression
of length four, where the period is the difference between consecutive starting
positions of the left rotor. This probability is computed as follows:
Suppose n is the number of days, from which we have enough data and
therefore we are able to reconstruct Characteristics and Alphabets. Then the
number
¡n+25¢ of all possible ways, how to place n days in 26 different positions, is
. Now I will count the number of unsuitable cases: First we need the
25
number of such 26-tuples of 0’s and 1’s (0 represents the position of the left
rotor for which we do not have any data, and 1 represents the position of
the left rotor for which we have data from at least one day) that there is no
arithmetical progression of length four (mod 26). This number was computed
by a program in C and the values are presented in the table 2.3. The letter j
is the number of one’s, tj is the number of unsuitable 26-tuples with j one’s,
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n
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

P 1n
1.31
5.47
13.31
24.37
37.12
49.87
61.32
70.89
78.49
84.30
88.64
91.82
94.12
95.78

Third Rotor - Variant I

P 2n
0.66
2.74
6.82
13.10
21.27
30.70
40.58
50.20
59.05
66.84
73.47
78.97
83.45
87.03

n
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

P 1n
96.97
97.82
98.43
98.86
99.17
99.40
99.56
99.67
99.76
99.82
99.87
99.90
99.92

P 2n
89.87
92.11
93.86
95.22
96.28
97.10
97.73
98.23
98.61
98.91
99.14
99.32
99.46

Table 2.4: The probability of having suitable data for variant I
and t0j is for the case where we take only the arithmetical progressions of
length four with an odd period. In the¡ table
¢ are all nonzero values. Note that
26
0
for j = 1, 2, 3 it holds that tj = tj = j .
Now, for
¡(n−j)+j−1
¢ each
¡n−1¢such a selection of j positions of the left rotor, we have
= j−1 ways how to place n days into these j positions such that
j−1
in each position there will be at least one day.
Therefore, the probability of having an arithmetical progression of length
four will be computed as follows:
¡n−1¢
Pn
j=1 tj j−1
¡n+25¢
pn = 1 −
(2.5.5)
25

For the case of an arithmetical progression of length four with an odd period,
there will be t0j instead of tj .
In the following table 2.4, n is the number of days, the value P 1n is the
chance of having an arithmetical progression of length four with an arbitrary
period (except 0 or 13), the value P 2n is the probability of having an arithmetical progression of length four with an odd period (except 13). Values
are rounded, in %.
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In this section I present another method of finding connections in the third
rotor.

2.6.1

Necessary Data

We look again at the table 2.2 of possible orders of the rotors in the two
months.
For the second method, we need the situation when at least in one month
the unknown rotor is in the middle. So we can use this method for cases b),
c) and d). For example we will apply it to the case b), first month.
From this one month, we need data from two days, when the left rotor is
in the same position in both days and the difference of the positions of the
middle rotor is not 0 or 13, for the same reason as in the previous method.

2.6.2

Equations

Suppose we have Alphabets from these two days, according to conditions
above. We denote the first set of Alphabets by Ai , the second one by Bi and
the position of the left rotor to simplify the notation only by L. From the
first day we have:
P s1 N P −s1 P r1 M P −r1 LRL−1 P r1 M −1 P −r1 P s1 N −1 P −s1
P s1 +1 N P −s1 −1 P r1 M P −r1 LRL−1 P r1 M −1 P −r1 P s1 +1 N −1 P −s1 −2
P s1 +2 N P −s1 −2 P r1 M P −r1 LRL−1 P r1 M −1 P −r1 P s1 +2 N −1 P −s1 −3
P s1 +3 N P −s1 −3 P r1 M P −r1 LRL−1 P r1 M −1 P −r1 P s1 +3 N −1 P −s1 −4
P s1 +4 N P −s1 −4 P r1 M P −r1 LRL−1 P r1 M −1 P −r1 P s1 +4 N −1 P −s1 −5
P s1 +5 N P −s1 −5 P r1 M P −r1 LRL−1 P r1 M −1 P −r1 P s1 +5 N −1 P −s1 −6
(2.6.1)
and from the second day:

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6

=
=
=
=
=
=

P s2 N P −s2 P r2 M P −r2 LRL−1 P r2 M −1 P −r2 P s2 N −1 P −s2
P s2 +1 N P −s2 −1 P r2 M P −r2 LRL−1 P r2 M −1 P −r2 P s2 +1 N −1 P −s2 −1
P s2 +2 N P −s2 −2 P r2 M P −r2 LRL−1 P r2 M −1 P −r2 P s2 +2 N −1 P −s2 −2
P s2 +3 N P −s2 −3 P r2 M P −r2 LRL−1 P r2 M −1 P −r2 P s2 +3 N −1 P −s2 −3
P s2 +4 N P −s2 −4 P r2 M P −r2 LRL−1 P r2 M −1 P −r2 P s2 +4 N −1 P −s2 −4
P s2 +5 N P −s2 −5 P r2 M P −r2 LRL−1 P r2 M −1 P −r2 P s2 +5 N −1 P −s2 −5
(2.6.2)
In fact it will be enough to use only the first three Alphabets from each

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6

=
=
=
=
=
=
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set. By substitution of R in Ai from Bi , for i = 1, 2, 3 we get:
A1 = P s1 N P −s1 P r1 M P −r1 P r2 M −1 P −r2 P s2 N −1 P −s2 B1
P s2 N P −s2 P r2 M P −r2 P r1 M −1 P −r1 P s1 N −1 P −s1
A2 = P s1 +1 N P −s1 −1 P r1 M P −r1 P r2 M −1 P −r2 P s2 +1 N −1 P −s2 −1 B2
P s2 +1 N P −s2 −1 P r2 M P −r2 P r1 M −1 P −r1 P s1 +1 N −1 P −s1 −1
A3 = P s1 +2 N P −s1 −2 P r1 M P −r1 P r2 M −1 P −r2 P s2 +2 N −1 P −s2 −2 B3
P s2 +2 N P −s2 −2 P r2 M P −r2 P r1 M −1 P −r1 P s1 +2 N −1 P −s1 −2
(2.6.3)
To shorten these equations, denote:
Q1 = M P −r1 P r2 M −1 P −r2 P s2 N −1 P −s2 B1
P s2 N P −s2 P r2 M P −r2 P r1 M −1
Q2 = M P −r1 P r2 M −1 P −r2 P s2 +1 N −1 P −s2 −1 B2
P s2 +1 N P −s2 −1 P r2 M P −r2 P r1 M −1
Q3 = M P −r1 P r2 M −1 P −r2 P s2 +2 N −1 P −s2 −2 B3
P s2 +2 N P −s2 −2 P r2 M P −r2 P r1 M −1

(2.6.4)

Now in the set of equations 2.6.3 we put as many known permutations as
we can on the left side. Now, using substitution 2.6.4, we multiply modified
equations 2.6.3 as follows:
M P r2 −r1 M −1 Q1 Q2 M P r1 −r2 M −1 = P s1 −r1 N −1 P −s1 A1 P s1 N P r1 +1
N −1 P −s1 −1 A2 P t1 −1 N P −t1 −1+r1
M P r2 −r1 M −1 Q2 Q3 M P r1 −r2 M −1 = P s1 −r1 −1 N −1 P −s1 −1 A2 P s1 −1 N P r1 +1
N −1 P −s1 −2 A3 P t1 −2 N P −t1 −2+r1
(2.6.5)
r2 −r1
−1
From these two equations we can compute as before M P
M . Now
the number of solutions for M depends on the difference r2 − r1 (0 and 13
are not allowed).
½
odd, we have 26 possibilities for the rotor L
Again if r2 −r1 =
even, we have 2 · 132 = 338 possibilities for the rotor L.

2.6.3

Probability of Having Suitable Data

Again suppose the setting of rotors was selected independently for each day
and each of the 26 starting positions of the rotor has the same probability.
The probability that we have data from two days with properties described
in section 2.6.1 is computed as follows:
Suppose n is the number of days, from which we have enough data and
therefore Characteristics and Alphabets. Then the number
¡n+25of¢ all possible
ways, how to place n days in 26 different positions, is 25 . Now I will
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n
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

R1n
6.84
19.11
34.54
50.55
65.17
77.12
85.98
91.99
95.73
97.88
99.02
99.58
99.83
99.94
99.98
99.99

P 1n

1.31
5.47
13.31
24.37
37.12
49.87
61.32
70.89
78.49
84.30
88.64
91.82
94.12
95.78

Third Rotor - Variant II

R2n
3.42
9.72
18.16
27.92
38.22
48.37
57.86
66.37
73.72
79.86
84.85
88.79
91.84
94.15
95.87
97.12

P 2n

0.66
2.74
6.82
13.10
21.27
30.70
40.58
50.20
59.05
66.84
73.47
78.97
83.45
87.03

n
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

P 1n
96.97
97.82
98.43
98.86
99.17
99.40
99.56
99.67
99.76
99.82
99.87
99.90
99.92

R2n
98.02
98.65
99.09
99.39
99.60
99.73
99.83
99.89
99.93
99.95
99.97
99.98
99.98

P 2n
89.87
92.11
93.86
95.22
96.28
97.10
97.73
98.23
98.61
98.91
99.14
99.32
99.46

Table 2.5: The chance of having suitable data for variant II and comparison
with variant I
count the number of unsuitable cases: Let us first divide all the cases into
such groups that in one group will be the cases, where n days are placed
¡ 26 ¢
in n − j positions, for j = 0, . . . , n − 1. Then in each group, we have n−j
possibilities, how to choose positions, where the n days are placed. Now, for
each one of the selections of the
¡ n − j positions,¢ we¡have
¢ to place n days in
n−1
these n − j positions. There is (n−j)+(n−(n−j))−1
=
ways how to do it.
n−j−1
j
Now, which ones of these possibilities are unsuitable? If j = 0, then for
each one position of the left rotor, there are only data from one day, so none
of these possibilities is suitable. If j = 1, then we have for one position of the
left rotor data from two days. But t = 1/13 of these positions are unsuitable,
because the difference of the middle rotor will be 0 or 13. If j = 2, then
we have two positions of the left rotor with data from two days, ore one
position with three days. In both cases, the ratio of unsuitable cases will be
t2 = (1/13)2 . In this way we can continue for j = 3, . . . , n − 1, the ratio of
unsuitable cases will be tj .
Therefore the probability of having suitable data, is computed as follows:
Pn−1 ¡ 26 ¢¡n−1¢ j
t
j=0 n−j
¡n+25¢ j
pn = 1 −
(2.6.6)
25
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The value of t = 1/13 was for the case, when we are searching for the
data, where the difference of the positions of the middle rotor is not 0 or 13.
If we want only the odd difference (except 13), it is precise enough to use the
upper bound for unsuitable cases (i.e. the lower bound for suitable cases), by
choosing t = 7/13.
In the table 2.5, n is the number of days, the value R1n is the probability
of having suitable data for t = 1/13, the value R2n is the probability of
having suitable data for t = 7/13. For comparison, there are also repeated
values P 1n and P 2n from the variant I, because both of these methods could
be used in cases b) and c) - see the table 2.2. The value R1n is stated only
for n < 18, because for data from more days the rounded value gives 100%.

2.7

Remarks

2.7.1

New Rotors

On 15th December 1938 there were introduced two new rotors, marked IV
and V. About revealing the connections in these two rotors wrote Rejewski
in [4]:
But on that day, the Germans introduced a new change into the
Enigma cipher. In all formations, including S.D. (“Sicherheinstdienst” net), they added to the existing three drums two more
drums, IV and V. There were still three drums on he axle, but
now three drums were to be selected from among five, and so, instead of six possible sequences, there were now sixty. But leaving
aside even the tenfold increase in the number of possible drum
sequences, we did not know the connections in the new drums.
How to obtain them? With the system of encipherment, there
were no characteristics. The cyclometer and card catalogs were
useless. Fortunately, we had the S.D. net, which, while it had introduced drums IV and V, retained the old system for enciphering
the keys. Using the grill method, we sought for and found a day
on which drum N happened to be one of the earlier, and therefore
known, drums. Then we made assumption that drum L and M
included a known drum and an unknown one, and we found the
connections in the latter drum the same way that, in 1932, we
had found the connections in the third, then still unknown, drum.
In this citation, Rejewski mention again the revealing of the third rotor
with no further details. Moreover, the situation here was slightly different,
because the connections in the reflector were known already.
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Here is the list of all rotors and reflectors (shortening rf), which were used
before or during the war, based on information from [1] and [10]:
Rotor I
Rotor II
Rotor III
Rotor IV
Rotor V
Rotor VI
Rotor VII
Rotor VIII
Beta rotor
Gamma rotor
rfA
rfB
rfC
rfB Dünn
rfC Dünn

2.7.2

(AELTPHQXRU)(BKNW)(CMOY)(DFG)(IV)(JZ)(S)
(FIXVYOMW)(CDKLHUP)(ESZ)(BJ)(GR)(NT)(A)(Q)
(ABDHPEJT)(CFLVMZOYQIRWUKXSG)(N)
(AEPLIYWCOXMRFZBSTGJQNH)(DV)(KU)
(AVOLDRWFIUQ)(BZKSMNHYC)(EGTJPX)
(AJQDVLEOZWIYTS)(CGMNHFUX)(BPRK)
(ANOUPFRIMBZTLWKSVEGCJYDHXQ)
(AFLSETWUNDHOZVICQ)(BKJ)(GXY)(MPR)
(ALBEVFCYODJWUGNMQTZSKPR)(HIX)
(AFNIRLBSQWVXGUZDKMTPCOYJHE)

(AI)(BM)(CE)(DT)(FG)(HR)(JY)(KS)(LQ)(NZ)(OX)(PW)(UV)
(AY)(BR)(CU)(DH)(EQ)(FS)(GL)(IP)(JX)(KN)(MO)(TZ)(VW)
(AF)(BV)(CP)(DJ)(EI)(GO)(HY)(KR)(LZ)(MX)(NW)(TQ)(SU)
(AE)(BN)(CK)(DQ)(FU)(GY)(HW)(IJ)(LO)(MP)(RX)(SZ)(TV)
(AR)(BD)(CO)(EJ)(FN)(GT)(HK)(IV)(LM)(PW)(QZ)(SX)(UY)

Entrance Wheel and Rotor N

How important was the guess that Rejewski did about the connections in
the entrance wheel? Suppose that first the connections in the entrance wheel
were counted according to section 2.4 instead of guessing and as a result we
get 26 possibilities, which therefore have a shape:
HP i

, for i=0,. . . , 25

Now suppose we have again the set of Alphabets 2.1.1 and we want to
proceed the same operations as in section 2.3. We get the modified set of
equations 2.3.1
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

=
=
=
=
=
=

P −1 P −i H −1 S −1 ASHP i P
P −2 P −i H −1 S −1 BSHP i P 2
P −3 P −i H −1 S −1 CSHP i P 3
P −4 P −i H −1 S −1 DSHP i P 4
P −5 P −i H −1 S −1 ESHP i P 5
P −6 P −i H −1 S −1 F SHP i P 6
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=
=
=
=
=
=

P −i N P −1 QP N −1 P i
P −i N P −2 QP 2 N −1 P i
P −i N P −3 QP 3 N −1 P i
P −i N P −4 QP 4 N −1 P i
P −i N P −5 QP 5 N −1 P i
P −i N P −6 QP 6 N −1 P i

(2.7.1)
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We continue as before by multiplying the consecutive equations:
UV
VW
WX
XY
YZ

=
=
=
=
=

P −i N P −1 QP −1 QP P N −1 P i
P −i N P −2 QP −1 QP P 2 N −1 P i
P −i N P −3 QP −1 QP P 3 N −1 P i
P −i N P −4 QP −1 QP P 4 N −1 P i
P −i N P −5 QP −1 QP P 5 N −1 P i

(2.7.2)

Then we eliminate the common expression QP −1 QP
UV
VW
WX
XY

=
=
=
=

P −i N P N −1 P i V W P −i N P −1 N −1 P i
P −i N P N −1 P i W XP −i N P −1 N −1 P i
P −i N P N −1 P i XY P −i N P −1 N −1 P i
P −i N P N −1 P i Y ZP −i N P −1 N −1 P i

(2.7.3)

Finally, from this set we determine P −i N P N −1 P i and therefore P −i N
instead of N . All 26 solutions for N will then have a shape:
P −i N P j ,

for j=0,. . . , 25

This is the same set of solutions we get, when we use the correct H, the
only difference is that the rotor N seems to be in different position than it
really is.
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Chapter 3
Daily Keys
When the internal connections of the machine were revealed, next task was
to develop methods for finding the daily keys. Let us remind again the parts
of the daily key:
• The order of the rotors
• The position of the rings
• The plug board connections
• The basic setting
One of the main factors was the technical realization and mechanization
of this process. It was important to keep the pace with frequently changing
keys.

3.1

Grill Method

One of the first method for finding daily keys was so called Grill method. It
was based on the fact that the plug board connections switched by that time
only six pairs of letters.
Suppose there was no turnover of the middle rotor during the first three
Alphabets (when the message key was typed). So we have the following set
of equations (see 2.1.1)
A = SHP N P −1 M LRL−1 M −1 P N −1 P −1 H −1 S −1
B = SHP 2 N P −2 M LRL−1 M −1 P 2 N −1 P −2 H −1 S −1
C = SHP 3 N P −3 M LRL−1 M −1 P 3 N −1 P −3 H −1 S −1
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Figure 3.1: The grill paper (upper part) and the net paper (lower part). Note:
In original [7], there is the letter a as the image of the letter s in the grill in
the permutation B, which is apparently wrong.
We set as before in the equations Q = M LRL−1 M −1 . We already know
that the permutation H is the identity. When we put S and P i N P −i on the
left side of the equations, we get:
P N −1 P −1 S −1 ASP N P −1
= Q
2 −1 −2 −1
2
−2
P N P S BSP N P
= Q
P 3 N −1 P −3 S −1 CSP 3 N P −3 = Q

(3.1.2)

So the expression on the left hand sides should be all equal. But we do not
know the permutation S, which of the rotors is in the rightmost position and
also its starting position.
Now suppose, the permutation S was the identity. Then we could leave
it out from the left hand sides of the equations above and they would still be
the same. In reality they were not, but because S changed only twelve letters
for any two of the three equations, there had to be at least one transposition
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(x y) in Q such that the values of permutations on left hand side of the two
equations remained the same with or without S. This property was used for
determining the rightmost rotor and its correct position.
How it was done is explained on the following example from [7]:
Example 3. Suppose the first three Alphabets are:
A = (as)(br)(cw)(di)(ev)(f h)(gn)(jo)(kl)(my)(pt)(qx)(uz)
B = (ay)(bj)(ct)(dk)(ei)(f n)(gx)(hl)(mp)(ow)(qr)(su)(wz)
C = (ax)(bl)(cm)(dg)(ei)(f o)(hv)(ju)(kr)(np)(qs)(tz)(wy)
These permutations were then written on a sheet of paper in their table
representations (figure 3.1). This sheet of paper was called grill.
Because we know the connections in all of the rotors, we know all the
possible permutations P N P −1 . For each rotor we create the ‘net’ paper in
the following way. Suppose the connections in rotor N are represented by
permutation:
N = (akxqrngtf dz)(bjhioumsweylcp)(v)
Each net paper consisted of 28 lines with empty space in between them (see
figure 3.1). Then on the first line between the windows (figure 3.1) we write
the second line of the permutation N in the table representation where the
first line is in the alphabetical order:
abcdef ghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
k j p z y d t i o h x c s g u b r n w f m v e q l a.
On the next line we write in the same way the second line of the table
representation of the permutation P N P −1 , etc. On figure 3.1 there is the part
of the net paper with the permutations P N P −1 , P 2 N P −2 and P 3 N P −3 .
Then we move the net paper over the grill and we try to find a position
of the net paper such that there will be some common transpositions. Now
look at figure 3.2, where the net paper is already in the correct position.
If we take the first transposition (as) of the permutation A, then we can
quickly find its image, when it is conjugated by the permutation P N P −1 .
The letters of the transposition (as) conjugated by P N P −1 can be read on
the line of the net paper corresponding to the permutation P N P −1 . We read
that under a is the letter i and under s is the letter e. So the permutation
P N −1 P −1 S −1 ASP N P −1 contains the transposition (ie). Then we check, if
the transposition (ie) also appears in some of the other two rows. In the second row of the net paper, we see that i is the image of y and e is the image of j
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Figure 3.2: The net paper placed over grill paper in the correct position.
in P 2 N P −2 . But (yj) is not a transposition in B. In the same way we exclude
also the possibility that (ie) a transposition of P 3 N −1 P −3 S −1 ASP 3 N P −3 .
We continue in this way, until we find a position of the net paper where in
any two of the three lines we find a common transpositions. The letters of
common transpositions are circled in figure 3.2
The next task is to determine the permutation S. Or in other words,
we have to rearrange the upper rows of the permutations A, B and C to
obtain the permutations S −1 AS, S −1 BS, S −1 CS, resp. that are conjugated
to a common permutation Q by the permutations P N −1 P −1 , P 2 N −1 P −2 ,
P 3 N −1 P −3 , resp.
Rejewski states in [7], about how difficult it was, that:
Przy odpowiednej rutynie udaje sie to zazwyczaj po kilku próbach.
Finally, the correct solution for S is:
S = (ap)(bl)(cz)(f h)(jk)(qu)
It means we have found the plug board connections, which rotor is in
the right and its real position. The next task was to reveal the order and
the position of the middle and the left rotor. This was first done by going
through all the 262 = 676 possible solutions for one order of the rotors. Later
on, as no major changes were introduced into Enigma cipher in the years
1933-1935, there was for example made a catalogue of all 6 · 262 = 4056
possible permutations Q.
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Clock and ‘ANX’ Method

Now we know the plug board connections, the order of the rotors, and their
real position. The rest is to reveal the ring setting. Unless we have it, we are
still unable to read the message. We know the message keys, but we still do
not know, what this letters in the message key mean.
But first I present another method of the Poles for determining, which
rotor is on the right.

3.2.1

Rózycki’s Clock Method

This method was based on the index of coincidence of the German language.
Suppose we have two texts in the German language. If we subscribe them
one beneath another, there will be on average more pairs of equal letters
one above the other than if we do it with two random sequences of letters.
This happens because of different probabilities of the letters in the natural
language. For the German language, the index of coincidence (computed as
follows), is approximately twice higher than it is in random text (this value
of course depends strongly on the concrete text):
P
I = ni=1 p2i , where n = the number of letters in alphabet,
.
pi = probability of one particular letter.
This property remains unchanged, when we encipher both texts, with
the same key. In the case of Enigma it means that the messages will be “in
phase”.
Suppose we have two messages that are long enough, and the first two
letters of the plain message keys are the same. It means that when the typing
of the message starts, the left and the middle rotor are in the same position,
only the starting position of the right one is different. But what we can do
is to shift the first text with respect to the second one, according to the
difference of the positions of the right rotor. There are two possibilities, how
to shift the text. Which one is the right one depends on the moment of the
turnover of the middle rotor.
Example 4. Suppose we have two messages, the first one with the message
key aaa and the second one with the message key aad. If we subscribe these
two texts one beneath the other, we have two possibilities, how to shift e.g.
the second one. First option is to shift it three positions to the right, the
second option is to shift it 23 positions to the left.
Which one of these two options is correct, depends on the moment of the
turnover of the middle rotor. If the turnover happens between the positions
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a and d of the right rotor (in the shorter interval), then the correct shift is
to the left. Letters in the second message are enciphered consecutively with
the setting of the rotors aad, aae, . . . , aaa, because no turnover happened.
Here also the first message starts and both messages are from this position
enciphered with the same setup of the rotors. Now it is easily seen that if
the turnover happened in the longer interval, between the positions d and a,
than the correct shift is to the right. Otherwise the middle rotor is in both
texts in different positions.
The goal is to choose, which one of the shifts is correct, according to the
corresponding coincidence index. If we have two texts long enough (>100
letters), it is quite probable that we determine the correct shift, and therefore
the correct interval of the turnover. Then if we have several pairs of texts
in which the massage keys start with the same first two letters, then we
can determine very precisely the moment of the turnover. Therefore we can
determine, which of the rings (let us remind that the moment of the turnover
of the middle rotor depends on the ring of the right rotor) is on the right and
therefore which one of the rotors is on the right (each of the rotors had its
unique ring).
Here is the list of the letters on the ring surface, which determined the
moment of the turnover. It is written on [10] that:
The rotors also differed in where they had the effect of knocking
on the slower-moving rotor to the left. These points can be specified in terms of which letter appears in the window when the
knock-on occurs:
Rotor I
Rotor II
Rotor III
Rotor IV
Rotor V
Rotors VI, VII and VIII

at R
at F
at W
at K
at A
at A and at N

Correspondingly, only with a small difference caused maybe by an unclear
formulation on [10], Rejewski states in [6] that the turnover caused by rotor
I happened between Q and R and the turnover caused by rotor IV happened
between J and K, i.e. one position earlier.

3.2.2

‘ANX’ Method

Finally, here is a short description of the simple, so-called ‘ANX’, method.
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The ‘ANX’ method was an easy method for revealing the ring position,
based on a plaintext attack. From messages of September and October 1932
that had been read, Rejewski learned that the most of the messages by that
time began with letters ANX (‘AN’ is German preposition and ‘X’ was a
mark for space). Then there remained nothing else than go through all of
the 263 positions of the machine and type the letters ANX and check if the
result is the same with the beginning of the enciphered messages. When he
found the true starting position for the message, it was enough to compare
it with the message key and the difference was the ring setting.
About how hard it was states Rejewski in [4]:
This method was a very primitive one and far more tedious than
that for finding the position of drums L and M, since in an extremely unfavorable case, one had to go through all the possible positions of the drums, of which, as we know, there were 263 = 17576.
But it was an effective method.
Some improvements made later are stated in [6]:
Pózniej przekonano sie, ze jezeli jakas depesza rozpoczyna sie
od liter AN, to automatycznie juz kilka pozycji walca prawego
odpada, jako niemozlive. Poniewaz zas depesz, w ktorych mozna
bylo spodziewac sie AN na poczatku bylo codziennie kilkanascie,
wiec najczesciej mozna bylo droga czysto rachunkowa odrzucic,
jako niemozliwe wszytkie pozycje walca prawego za wyjatkiem
jednej, lub dwuch.

3.3

Cyclometer

The first step in mechanization was the machine called the cyclometer. It
was used to nothing more than making a catalogue of Characteristic Sets
for each starting position of the rotors and their order. In fact, it was not
the catalogue of the whole Characteristic Sets, but only of their types, i.e.
catalogue of the cyclic structure of the triplets of the Characteristics. It was
possible, because the type did not depend on the setting of the plug board.
This can be easily seen from the set of equations 2.1.4.
It means that the catalogue for all 263 · 6 = 105456 positions had to be
made. Its production began around the year 1935 and it took almost the year
of time with limited human resources of Polish Cipher Bureau. Moreover, on
2nd November 1937, the Germans changed the reflector (denoted by that
time Umkehrwalze A) for the new one, Umkehrwalze B [4]. The work on
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catalogue had to start again. It was then used till 15th September 1938,
when Germans changed the encrypting procedure.

3.3.1

Description

The cyclometer (figure 3.6) was quite simple machine, which consisted of
two sets of Enigma rotors. The second set was placed in the reverse order
and both sets connected together, were simulating the composition of two
Alphabets. In the second set, the position of the rightmost rotor (denoted
by letter N ) was three steps after the position of the rightmost rotor in the
first set. The rest of the rotors were placed in the same position in both sets.
Between these two sets of rotors there was a system of glowlamps.
The example of the flow of the current is drawn on the Figure 3.6. There
are only rotors N , the rest is drawn as a static fictional reflector. When the
source of the current is connected to the letter l it goes then throughout the
first set of the rotors into the letter r. Then it goes throughout the second set
to the letter z and then once again throughout the letter w and backwards
to the letter l. On the way, the glowlamps with corresponding letters lit.
This means that in the Characteristic, there are two cycles of length two
with letters l, r, z and w. Then we connect the source of the current to another
letter and continue this way until we exhaust all of the letters.
As it was said, for each starting position, there were written only three
numbers, which represented three types of the Characteristics. When these
numbers agreed with the Characteristic Set of that day, then on the copy
of Enigma machine, the whole Characteristic Set for the positions and order of the rotors was reconstructed and then both Characteristic Sets were
compared. Because the plug board changed by that time only about half of
the letters, it was easy to determine if the correct position was found and
furthermore, it was also possible to reconstruct the plug board connections.
The analysis of the fact that there could be found more than one starting position in the catalogue, which might be correct, I present in the next section.
It means that the Characteristic Sets for these positions had to be reconstructed and then compared with the Characteristic Set of that day, which
might have been quite difficult, when the number of these positions was huge.

3.3.2

Analysis

How difficult it was locate in the catalogue the true starting position? Rejewski states about this in [4]:
Once all six card catalogs were ready, though, obtaining a daily
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key was usually a matter of ten or twenty minutes.
About how many identical records there were in the catalogue he states
in [7]:
Tych samych charakterystyk w obrebie jednej kartoteki bylo zazwyczaj kilka, niekiedy kilkanascie, rzadziej kilkadziesiat.
Remember that we have 105456 possible starting positions of the rotor.
The number of Characterics is in fact the number of decompositions of number 13, such that:
P
13 = ni=1 li
,where li ≥ li+1 , i = 1, . . . , n − 1
(3.3.1)
and
li > 0, i = 1, . . . , n
This number can be computed e.g. by classical backtracking algorithm and
it is 101. So the number of all Characteristic Sets is 1013 = 1030301. It
seems it is very probable that almost every starting position would have
unique Characteristic Set and therefore could be determined uniquely in the
catalogue. Unfortunately, the Characteristics are not equiprobable.
Is it possible to compute the theoretical probability of the Characteristic
without any further analysis of the machine? Does it agree with real values
obtained from the catalogues?
First I present here the way, how to compute the probability of Characteristics of different type under following assumption: Suppose all possible
Alphabets are equiprobable. In other words, this would mean that if we took
a set of Alphabets generated by Enigma, then this set will seem as randomly
selected set of Alphabets.
Let us first make cartesian product of the set of all Characteristics with
itself. The probability of the Characteristic of one particular type t will be
then the ratio of the ordered pairs of Alphabets, which can be obtained by
decomposition of these Characteristics, to all pairs of Alphabets . Therefore:
Pt =

At ·Bt
C2

,where At = number of Characteristics of a given type
Bt = number of pairs of Alphabets obtained by
decomposition of one of these Characteristics
C = number of Alphabets
(3.3.2)
The value Bt was computed at the end of the section 2.2. The value At
can be computed with the help of combinatorial arguments, but also with
the following basics of the group theory:
Definition 3.3.1. Let G be a group and M ⊆ G. Then the Centralizer of
M in G is the set CG (M ) = {g ∈ G; gmg −1 = m ∀m ∈ M }
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Lemma 3.3.2. The Centralizer CG (M ) is a subgroup of G.
In the sense of Remark 2.2.7 we can claim the following known Lemma:
Lemma 3.3.3. Let g ∈ G, L be a Conjugacy class and g ∈ L. Then
|L| = |G : CG (g)| .
Then for the value At follows:
Corollary 3.3.4. Suppose we have permutation of type t, n is the number
of its cycles and ki is the number of cycles of length i. Then:
26!
ki
i=1 i · ki !

At = Qn

.

Proof. We take the group G = S26 . Then |CG (g)| will be the number of
permutations, which
g with itself. But this number is from the
Qn conjugates
ki
expression 2.2.1: i=1 i ·ki ! The rest follows from the definition of Conjugacy
class and Lemma 3.3.3
Now it is also seen that the number of Alphabets is:
C=

26!
· 13!

213

In the table 3.1 there are the most probable Characteristics
(with proQ
ki
bability > 1%). The type is written in the form 13
i
.
The
value P 1t
i=1
is computed as before. The value P 2t is presented by Turing in [8] as a
frequency of Characteristics of a given type , without any further comments.
It might be also based on statistics. The value Bt and other two values in the
table are related to Chapter2. The value H1t is the number of permutations,
which conjugates two Characteristics, the value H2t is after the improvement
introduced in section 2.3.3.
Then, for comparison, there are the real values for the rotors I, II and III.
P 3t is for reflector A and P 4t is for reflector B. We can see that this values
more or less agree with theoretically computed value P 1t .
In the table 3.2, there are the most common Characteristic Sets. The
value ChA says how many times there was the Characteristic Set of the
type t1 , t2 , t3 in the catalogue for reflector A, where t1 is the type of the
first Characteristic, etc. The value ChB says how many times there was the
Characteristic Set for reflector B.
To have some imagination about the distribution of the Characteristic
Sets, about the number of the same records in the catalogue, respectively, I
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Type
132
122 12
112 22
102 32
92 42
102 22 12
82 52
72 62
112 14
92 32 12
82 42 12
72 52 12
82 32 22
72 42 22
62 52 22
92 24
92 22 14
64 12
62 42 32

P 1t
24.82
13.44
7.33
5.38
4.48
4.03
4.03
3.84
3.68
2.99
2.52
2.30
1.68
1.44
1.34
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12

P 2t
25
13
7.3
5.4
4.5
4.0
3.9
3.7

P 3t
25.10
13.07
7.51
5.56
4.52
4.05
4.02
3.85
3.53
2.98
2.43
2.33
1.64
1.51
1.32
1.13
1.15
1.14
1.12

P 4t
25.22
13.31
7.50
5.55
4.55
4.03
4.03
3.88
3.52
2.93
2.48
2.19
1.69
1.42
1.38
1.11
1.09
1.05
1.13

Bt
13
12
22
30
32
20
40
42
33
27
32
35
48
56
60
108
54
108
72

H1t
338
576
1936
3600
5184
3200
6400
7056
5808
5832
8192
9800
18432
25088
28800
62208
31104
62208
41472

H2t
26
48
88
120
144
160
160
168
176
216
256
280
384
448
480
576
576
576
576

Table 3.1: The most probable Characteristics
t1
132
132
132
122 12
132
112 22
132
132
122 12
122 12
102 32
132
132

t2
132
132
122 12
132
112 22
132
132
122 12
122 12
132
132
102 32
132

t3
132
122 12
132
132
132
132
112 22
122 12
132
122 12
132
132
102 32

ChA
1681
883
875
810
532
532
480
472
449
445
385
381
349

t1
132
132
132
122 12
132
122 12
112 22
132
132
122 12
132
102 32
132

t2
132
122 12
132
132
112 22
132
132
132
122 12
122 12
132
132
102 32

t3
132
132
122 12
132
132
122 12
132
112 22
122 12
132
102 32
132
132

Table 3.2: The most probable Characteristic Sets
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ChB
1661
929
926
892
515
506
505
500
450
450
398
372
343
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Percentage
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

TA
269
120
60
35
19
11
6
3
1

TB
278
126
63
37
20
11
6
3
1

Table 3.3: Distribution of the Characteristic Sets
present here the table 3.3. In the leftmost column, there is the percentage of
all records in the catalogue. The values in corresponding row are the lower
bounds of the number of positions in the catalogue, which have the same type
of the Characteristic Set. TA is for the reflector A and TB for the reflector B.
It means that on average, e.g. for reflector A, in 30% of days the number of
starting positions found in the catalogue will be at least 60, and in 70 percent
of days the same number will be at most 60.

3.3.3

Summary

As it as said, the catalogue of the Characteristics was quite powerful method,
which was able to reconstruct the whole key. However, its production was
almost out of the Polish possibilities.
Moreover, the catalogue worked only for the case when there was not
the turnover of the middle rotor during the typing of the message key. It
is possible to make the catalogue also for the cases, when there was the
turnover. But this will increase the number of catalogue records by another
5 · 6 · 263 entries (because there could be the turnover in between six letters
of the message key) and correspondingly the number of the positions with
the same Characteristic.

3.4
3.4.1

Polish ‘Bombe’
New Encipherment

As it was said in section 1.3.3, on 15th September 1938, the encryption
procedure was changed and Grundstellung was no longer part of daily key. It
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means that all methods based on the reconstruction of Characteristics and
Characteristic Sets could not have been used anymore. The encryption of the
message keys started no longer with the same setting of the rotors. It was
necessary to change all the techniques for finding the daily keys.
Let us remind, that the operator first selected three letters, placed them
without enciphering at the beginning of the message, then set the rotors to
the position of this three letters, then typed twice the message key. Then set
the rotors to the position of the message key
Before I start to describe the construction of the ‘Bombe’, I present here
another simple method for revealing the order of rotors. It is explained on
several examples by Rejewski in [6].
Example 5. Suppose that in one day we have two messages with following
indicators:
tkp anv ckb
tlr vts jqm
It means that the 3rd letter of the first message key is enciphered into
the same letter v as the 1st letter of the second message key. If there was a
turnover of the middle rotor between the positions p and r of the right rotor,
then the underlined letters are enciphered with the same key. Therefore also
the 6th letter of the first message key and 4th letter of the second message
key should be the same. But they are not, so it means that rotor I is not on
the right.
Example 6. Suppose that in one day we have two messages with following
indicators:
tkp anv ckb
tlr vts bqm
We have the same situation as in example 5, but now the 6th letter of
the first message key and 4th letter of the second message key are the same.
It means that probably rotor I is on the right.
Example 7. Suppose that in one day we have two messages with following
indicators:
tkp anv ckb
tkr vts bqm
Here again, the underlined letters are the same. So in this example, it is
very improbable that there was a turnover of the middle rotor and the rotor
I is on the right.
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Example 8. Suppose that in one day we have two messages with following
indicators:
tjg cms pkr
ukg cwt plj
In this example, the 1st and 4th letters of the message keys are the same.
It is probable that the turnover of the left rotor happened at the beginning of
typing the first message key. Therefore, the rotor IV should be in the middle.

3.4.2

‘Bombe’

With the new system of encipherment, all techniques based on Characteristics had to be abandoned. However, something remained. If there was
the same letter on the 1st and 4th, 2nd and 5th or 3rd and 6th position of
the twice enciphered message key, there was a fixed point in that particular
Characteristic.
Now we know the basic setting of the rotors, by which the encryption of
the message key starts, but thanks to unknown ring setting we do not know,
what is the real position of the rotors. If we found this real position, we would
be able to find the ring setting.
Let us take two Enigmas, and the right rotor of the second one we set
three positions after the first one (suppose there was no turnover of the middle
rotor). When we now press one of the first three letters of enciphered message
key, and on the second machine the corresponding letter three positions after
that one. If we have correct positions of the rotors, the result should be the
same. We can than go through all possible positions of the rotors and do the
same action all the time and we find out all possible real positions.
The problem are plug board connections. One or even both letters in
enciphered message key could be changed and therefore we in fact do not
know, which letters to press. That is the reason, why the fixed points of the
Characteristics were used. The risk that this one letter was changed, is much
smaller. But still the number of possible solutions was high.
We can use another property, the knowledge of the basic setting of the
rotors. When we have more messages, with different basic setting, but where
appears the same fixed point in the enciphered message keys, we can use the
same property described before. To check the result in all pairs of Enigmas,
we have to set them correctly with respect to each other. More detailed it is
explained on the following example.
Example 9. Suppose we have messages from one day with following keys and
that the permutation S (the plug board connections) does not change the
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rtj wah wik
hpl raw ktw
dqx dwj mwr

Also suppose that there was no turnover during the typing of the message
keys (if we know that there was some thanks to thoughts from section 3.4.1,
then we can apply it, by shifting correspondingly the middle or the left rotor,
to the positions listed bellow).
Now if we knew the ring setting, we could set the first pair of the machines
to the positions rtj and rtm, the second pair of the machines to the positions
hpn and hpq, the third pair of the machines to the positions dqy and dqb.
Then when we press in one time the letter w in all of the machines, there
will be the same letter as a result in each pair. But we do not know the ring
setting.
However, we know the relative positions of the rotors with respect to each
other, because the ring setting is the same everywhere. In the second pair, the
left rotor is 10 positions backwards, the middle rotor 4 positions backwards
and the right rotor 4 positions forward. In the third pair, the left rotor is 14
positions backwards, the middle rotor 3 positions backwards and the right
rotor 15 positions forward. Therefore, if we set the first pair of Enigmas into
some positions, e.g. aaa and aad, then in the second pair we should set them
to the positions qwe and qwh and in the third pair we should set them to
the positions mxp and mxs. Then we go through all of the 263 positions,
rotating the six enigmas in the same way. In each position we press letter
w and when we get the positive result from each of the three pairs, we may
have the correct real position of the rotors.
This was exactly the principle of the ‘Bombe’. Six sets of rotors, which
stopped when the possible correct torsion was revealed, doing the whole job
automatically. It took about two hours for a bombe to go through all of the
17576 positions.
For each one of the six orders of the rotors (three rotors by that time)
there was build one bomb in AVA factory, as states Rejewski in [4]:
I then provided the operating principle, and the AVA factory
completed, within an incredibly short time - already in November 1938 - six such devices, which, for lack of better idea, we named bombs (in Polish, singular “bomba”, plural “bomby”). This
was undoubtedly thanks to the plant’s director, engineer Antoni
Palluth, who, although not a regular employee of the Cipher Bureau, collaborated closely with it and - himself a cryptologist had a great understanding of of the bureau’s needs.
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When the number of the rotors was increased to five (and therefore the
possible order of the rotors increased to 60), Rejewski states in [6] that it
took such a long time that it was impractical. This may mean that they were
still using these six bombs and they were only changing the rotors.
Another weakness of the bombs was that they depended on the plug board
connections. With the rise of the number of the plug board connections, it
was also less probable that the tested letter was not changed. Therefore,
another method had to be invented, which did not depend on the plug board
connections.

3.5
3.5.1

Zygalski’s Sheets
Description

The method invented by Henryk Zygalski was also based on the fixed points
of the Characteristics. The type of the Characteristic is not changed by plug
board connections (i.e by conjugating by permutation S). The idea is the
same as in the bombe, to use the knowledge of the relative positions of the
rotors.
Again, we need such data from one day that there appears a fixed point
in the enciphered message key. Suppose we have the following beginnings of
the messages (example taken from [6]):
jot ina bnn
bwk tca toc
kjc f ss pse
So if there was no turnover of the middle rotor (this we can check again
using the methods from the section 3.4.1), it means that the Characteristics
generated from the basic positions of the rotors jou, bwk and kjd does have
at least one fixed point. Then we could again, as in the previous section, go
through all of the 17576 positions of the rotors, for each order of the rotors,
and check if there are fixed points in all pairs of Enigmas. However, this
would be technically very difficult. Henryk Zygalski found another elegant
method how to test it. There is of course the question, how many fixed points
from different starting positions we need to determine with high probability
the correct setting, and it will be discussed later on.
The solution invented by Zygalski were special sheets. First suppose we
choose the order of the rotors, e.g. I,II,III from left to right. Then for each
position of the rotor I, there was made a sheet of paper (figure 3.7). This
paper had 51 × 51 squares. Suppose that the letters on the vertical axle
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determines the positions of the rotor II and the letters on the horizontal axle
the positions of the rotor III. Therefore each square determines one position
of the rotors. If the Characteristic, which arose in this starting position of
the rotors, had a fixed point, there was made a hole in this square.
Now the search for the correct position of the rotors was done in this way:
First we choose one sheet, which e.g. belongs to the position a of the rotor I.
Then we take a look on the relative differences of the basic positions of the
first and second message. The letter b is 18 positions forward from the letter
j, so we take the sheet for the position s of the rotor I. We place this sheet
over the first one in the following way: because the letter w is 8 positions
forward from the letter o, we shift the second sheet 8 positions downwards,
and because the letter k is 17 positions forward from the letter t, we shift
the second sheet 17 positions rightwards.
Now we can see, why the papers have 51 × 51 squares and not only
26 × 26, which would be enough represent all of the positions of the rotor II
and rotor III. If we have this bigger sheet of paper with almost four copies
of all positions, then the right-lower part of this sheet will be always covered
with the second sheet. Then the same thing we do with the third message.
The letter k is 1 position forward from the letter j, so we take the sheet for
the position b of the rotor I. We place this sheet over the first one in the
following way: because the letter j is 21 positions forward from the letter o,
we shift the second sheet 21 positions downwards (again with respect to the
first sheet), and because the letter c is 9 positions forward from the letter t,
we shift the second sheet 9 positions rightwards.
The last phase of the work is to determine the positions, where the holes
were in all of the three sheets. The easiest way is to shine with the light
throughout the sheets and the squares, where the light goes through, indicates
the common fixed points for this particular positions. E.g., suppose the light
went throughout all of the sheets in the position (on the first sheet) b of the
rotor II and the position c of the rotor III. It means that the real position of
the rotors should be abc and we know that the basic setting is jot. From the
differences of the positions we can compute the ring setting. We also know
the order of the rotors and by comparing the letters in the message key with
the letters typed obtained from the copy of the machine we can reconstruct
the part of the plug board connections.
In this way we have tested 262 positions for one order of the rotors. To
test all the possibilities, we have to take all 26 sheets for rotor I and proceed
the same operations. We have to have 6 series of this sheets (for 3 rotors) to
test all possible orders of the rotors.
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Zygalski’s Sheets

Analysis

The natural question is, how hard it was go through this procedure, how many
fixed points there were in the Characteristics (and therefore how many holes
in the sheets) and how often there appeared fixed points in the message keys.
First here are some Rejewski’s comments about making this sheets, from [4]:
It was an enormous job, the more so as the cases with single-letter
cycles had to be perforated four times.
...
It was necessary to cut about a thousand apertures into each
sheet, there were twenty-six sheets in each series, and we needed
to make six series. Since we did this work alongside our normal
activities, by 15th December 1938, we had succeeded in making
only two series.
. . . (on 15th December 1938, rotors IV and V were introduced)
As far as the perforated sheets were concerned, fifty-eight more
series should have been made to go along with the two series that
we already had. Though we did work out methods with witch,
in certain cases, we could determine with great probability which
drum was in the N place, all the series of sheets were needed. Thus
the situation presented itself as follows: leaving aside the S.D. net,
we only read military messages when only three original drums
happened to be on the axle in the machine, as occurred on the
average of one time in ten. Thus the introduction of drums IV
and V meant only quantitative, not qualitative, changes in our
work. But when, as of 1 July 1939, the S.D. net shifted to the
new way of transmitting message keys, the grill method ceased
to be effective here, too.
About the frequencies of fixed points states Rejewski in [6]:
I tak moglibysmy przejsc wszystkie mozliwe pozycje maszyny zaliczajac je do jednej z dwuch klas: klasy I, “z samiczkami”, lub
klasy II, “bez samiczek”. Ilosc pozycji klasy I do ilosci pozycji
klasy II wynosi przecieznie 2:3.
And in [5]:
Constant point occurred in the catalog in about 40 percent of all
permutation products.
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The value 40 percent corresponds well with the frequencies of the Characteristics. Let us take a look on the table in section 3.3.2 and consider the
theoretically computed values P 1t . If we sum the percentage of the Characteristics with at least one fixed point, it gives us the (rounded) value 40.52%.
If we take the real situation with the reflector B and rotors I,II and
III it gives us the number 41739. This is the number of positions of the
rotors, where the corresponding Characteristic has at least one fixed point.
It gives us the (rounded) value 39.5%. This is a little bit smaller number than
the theoretically computed value. It corresponds with higher number of the
most probable Characteristic of the type 132 with no fixed point than in the
theoretical case.
Suppose the ratio of the fixed points is on average 40 percent. Therefore
the number of fixed points we need to determine quite exactly the correct
setting of the rotors (in the case of 3 rotors) is around 10-12. E.g. for 10 fixed
.
points, the average number of settings is (0.4)10 · 6 · 263 = 11.
How many messages from one day we need on average to get ten fixed
points? Suppose the letters are selected equiprobable for the message keys.
First we have to compute the average ratio of the fixed points (denoted f ). If
pt is the probability of the Characteristic of each type and k1,t is the number
of fixed points of the Characteristic of type t, then:
101

f=

1 X
pt k1,t
26 t=1

For the theoretically computed values pt , the ratio of fixed points is
.
.
f = 4 %. For the case of reflector B and rotors I, II and III, f = 3.87%
.
The rest is easy. To get 10 fixed points we need on average 10 · 1/f = 250
Characteristics and because there are 3 Characteristics in each message, we
need about 83 messages.
As it was said the Poles managed to make only two series of the sheets. On
25th July 1939, there was a meeting in Pyry close to Warsaw of the heads of
Polish, French and British teams, where the Poles reealed all their techniques
to their allies. In Bletchley Park, there were then produced this sheets (called
Jeffreys sheets after John Jeffreys, who supervised their preparation) and
were in use until the change of the encryption procedure, when the double
encipherment of the message key was abandoned. One set of all 60 series was
also sent to France, where the major part of the Polish team continued in its
work, after the beginning of the war.
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Turing Bombe

Turing Bombe

In the following two sections there are presented main ideas of the ‘Bombe’
used in Bletchley Park. This text is mostly based on description from [1].
The goal is not to describe precisely the technical details of its function
and make a detailed analysis, which would overrun the extent of this thesis.
I concentrated mainly on the connections with Polish ideas and tried to
emphasize the continuity of the work.

3.6.1

Turing and The Polish Bombe

On the meeting in Pyry, the Poles presented to their allies all methods for
solving Enigma they developed throughout the years. They also provided the
Britishers one replica of Enigma machine.
From September 1938 Turing had given part-time assistance to the British
cryptanalytic organization, the Government Code and Cypher School. Their
work was transformed by the transfer of information from Polish mathematical cryptanalysts in July 1939. From 4th September 1939, Turing worked
full-time at the GC&CS war-time headquarters, Bletchley Park.
Turing was first trying to develop the Polish bomb to make it insensitive
to the plug board connections. In the Polish bomb there was only one letter
scanned (see the section 3.4). As the number of plug board connections increased to 10, the probability that the right letter was tested dropped to 6/26.
Turing idea was to test all the letters simultaneously. This would increase
correspondingly the number of false stops and practically, it was doubling
of Zygalski sheets, which were used by that time under the name Jeffrey’s
sheets in Bletchley Park.
However, this Turing variant of Polish bomb was never realized. Every
previous method was based on double encipherment of the message key and
the British cryptologists were afraid of change in encipherment procedure.
Their worries came true on the beginning of May 1940, when the double
encipherment of the message key was abandoned by Germans.
Therefore, by that time Turing was already developing another idea, how
to find out daily keys.

3.6.2

Turing Bombe

Turing decided to base his attack on plaintext knowledge. Germans often used
easily predictable form of the messages. It was e.g. the rank of the officer,
typical phrases or the information about the weather in strictly given form,
which was transmitted each day in the same time. These information were
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guessed by British cryptologists and then confronted with the enciphered
text. This parts of the plaintext were called the ‘cribs’.
Turing realized that these cribs could determine the parts of Alphabets.
After proper composition of (two or more) Alphabets one may again obtain
the fixed points (changed or unchanged by plug board) for which may be
again done the same testing as in the section 3.4. The details are explained
on the following example from [1].
Example 10. Suppose we have the following enciphered text ‘ovrlj bzmge
rfewm lkmta wxtsw vuinz gyoly...’ and as the crib we use the expression:
‘oberkommandoderwehrmacht’.
We can place this crib on several positions in the text, but some of them
will be excluded because of self-reciprocity of Enigma. E.g. we know that the
crib will not be placed in the very beginning of the message, because the first
letter ‘o’ from the crib cannot be enciphered into ‘o’.
For the third leftmost possible position of the crib we get:
1 2
o b
z m
17 18
e h
t
s

3 4 5
e
r
k
g
e
r
19 20 21
r m a
w v u

6 7 8 9
o m m a
f
e w m
22 23 24
c h
t
i
n z

10
n
l

11
d
k

12
o
m

13
d
t

14
e
a

15
r
w

16
w
x

By the numbers from 1 to 24 we denoted the consecutive positions of
the right rotor. For a while suppose that the permutation S (plug board
connections) does not change any letter. If we denote the Alphabets by Ai for
i-th position of the right rotor, the transposition (o z) would be part of A1 ,
the transposition (b m) would be the part of A2 , etc. This information could
be drawn into the graph on the figure 3.3. In fact, the transpositions will be
different because of plug board connections. Instead of the letter o we have
oS, instead of the letter z we have zS, etc.
From this graph we can notice that:
rSA15 A19 = rS
therefore we have as before fixed point of two composed Alphabets and if
we had more of these, we would be able to apply the method of sheets or
the improved bomb with simultaneous scanning. Unfortunately, there is only
one such fixed point. However, we may enlarge our set of fixed point by
taking on account not only compositions of two Alphabets, but more. This
means that in such kind of modified bomb, there will not be only pairs of
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Figure 3.3: The graph derived from the crib ‘oberkommandoderwehrmacht’
Enigmas connected together, but the whole chains of corresponding number
of Enigmas.
Suppose we choose the letter eS as the starting one. Then from the graph
we can see this point is fixed by following compositions of alphabets:
eS
eS
eS
eS
eS

= eSA7 A9 A14
= eSA7 A8 A15 A4
= eSA7 A8 A19 A4
= eSA4 A5 A11 A13 A17
= eSA17 A24 A1 A12 A7

There are several others, but they are not independent from previous ones.
This means that we are only interested in the parts of graph with cycles
(the word ’cycle’ was already used in the different meaning, therefore I use
the word ‘closures’, as Turing did in his article [8]). Therefore we can erase
the nodes with following numbers: 2, 3, 6, 10, 16, 18, 20, 21, 22 and 23.
The next problem is the turnover of the middle rotor. We know the relative positions of the right rotor and we also suppose that there was no
turnover of the left rotor. We have several possibilities how to deal with the
turnover of the middle rotor. We may try to take on account all 23 possible places of the crib, where the turnover may happen and try all of these
possibilities. But it is impractical. Another way how to reduce the probability of the turnover is to take shorter cribs, but then we have also smaller
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Figure 3.4: The reduced graph
probability of having enough closures in the graph.
The most practical way is (as Turing describes on his example in [8],
Chapter VI) to divide the letters into e.g. five groups (1 − 5, 6 − 10, . . . )
where could occur the turnover of the middle rotor and then check these five
hypothesis. This is in fact the generalization of the shortening of the crib.
There may of course be the situations that we are not able to decide the
relative positions of the middle rotors for some letters in that selected group
and therefore we have to leave out the node for this two letters.
In this example, the crib is shortened and the following nodes from the
beginning and from the end of the crib are left out: 1, 19, 24. Therefore we
do not need also node number 12, which is no longer in any closure.
After this modifications, the graph from figure 3.3 is reduced into the
graph from the figure 3.4. The number of the nodes was reduced to 10,
therefore 10 Enigmas were needed. The smallest number of the node is 4 and
the highest is 17 and the length of the crib was reduced to 14. Therefore
the risk of the turnover of the middle rotor is now only 1/2 and we have 3
closures.
In fact, not the real doubles of Enigmas were used in the bombs. There
were three rotors simulating the way forward, then another rotor instead of
reflector (with the same connections) and then another three rotors simulating the way backwards. This ‘Letchworth Enigmas’ [8] had separated inputs
and outputs. The wires from the output were then connected to the input
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of the following machine in the chain. It is enough to say that outputs of
the whole chain were then connected again to the input of the first machine
(more about technical realization wrote Turing in [8], Chapter VI, section
‘Pye simultaneous scanning’).
Suppose that we had the correct order and position of the rotors (for
each order of rotors there had to be independent set of the machines). If
we now start the flow of the current again in the central letter e and we
go through all the chains and if the letter e was not changed by the plug
board connections (i.e. e = eS), then the output letter is again e and the
current remains isolated in this one branch and only one lamp connected to
this letter lit. In this case, the bomb was designed to stop. If the letter e was
changed by plug board into eS 6= e and connect in this position of the rotors
letter e, then the current will spread all over the system except the isolated
branch with the input letter eS and the bomb should also stop in this case.
This last conclusion that the current will spread all over the system might
deserve further analysis or technical description. In [1] it is stated without
any other comments (in this text, the word ‘cycle’ is used in the meaning of
‘closure’):
If, however, the cross-plugging is correctly chosen, then the voltage (normally, i.e., if enough cycles exists) spreads over the whole
remaining system and all lamps are lit except one, which indicates
the cross-plugging.
If we consider this basic principle of the technical solution presented here,
what is then the mathematical background of this problem? Let us first use
the following notation:
def

P1 = A7 A9 A14
def
P2 = A7 A8 A15 A4
def
P3 = A4 A5 A11 A13 A17
If we want to know, how the current will spread from letter e, it means that
we apply on this letter the permutations P1 , P2 , P3 , then take a set of images
of e together with itself, in the next step find all images of this letters by all
three permutations, again add them into the set of images, etc. With this
iterative process we finally get all letters, where the current spreads. If we
denote by Pj Si the set of all images of the set Si by the permutation Pj , we
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can write formally this fact in the following way:
def

S0 = {e}
def

Si = Si−1 ∪

3
[

Pj Si−1

for i > 0

j=1

Then the bomb stops, iff Si = Si+1 6= {a, . . . , z}. Equivalently, the bomb
stops iff the permutation group generated by permutations P1 , P2 , P3 is not
transitive.

3.6.3

Improvements

As it was said, the bomb will stop in the previous example, whenever there
remains an isolated branch in the wiring, with or without the current. But
from the information about this branch we can easily extract the information
about permutation S. If the current remains in the branch with input letter
e and the position is the right one, then it means that the letter e was
unchanged by plug board and therefore eS = e. On the other hand, if the
current spreads from this letter to all others except e.g. x, it means that
eS = x. This cases have to be then further tested.
There is another information we can extract from that stop of the bomb.
From the graph we know the exact theoretical path of the current throughout
the chain of Enigmas. More precisely, eSA7 = mS, eSA7 A9 = aS, etc. But
finding the values mS, aS, . . ., can be easily done by placing the bulbs in
between the Enigmas. Therefore we can find all the plug board connections
for all the letters in the graph. The figure 3.5 shows one possibility for this
connections, when the bomb stopped. In the figure, the capital letters denote
the plug board partners for the letters in the graph.
From this figure with plug board partners we can quickly see that this
position of rotors is not correct (it was false stop of the bomb). Because
the plug board connections have self-reciprocal character, the configuration
wS = m together with mS = x is forbidden.
In November 1939, Gordon Welchman came with a simple electrical realization of detecting such false stops. This was realized by a special ‘diagonal
board’. There were 26 rows and 26 columns named after the letters of the
alphabet. From each place between two Enigmas in the system, the wires
were connected to 26 letters of the row named with the corresponding letter
from the graph. E.g. the wires from the place between Enigmas 11 and 13
were connected to the fourth row named with the letter d. In this row, the
other letters which appeared in the graph were connected to the letter d in
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Figure 3.5: Graph with plug board pairing
the rows corresponding to this letters. E.g. the letter t in fourth row was
connected to the letter d in 20th row named with letter t.
Why this construction worked? Let us explain it on the following examples.
Example 11. Suppose the bulb which corresponds to the letter t between the
Enigmas 11 and 13 lit. It means that dS = t. Therefore also tS = d and
the bulb which correspond to the letter d should lit between Enigmas 13
and 17, which is true as we can see on figure 3.5. Thanks to diagonal board,
the current goes from letter t between Enigmas 11 and 13 to the letter d
between Enigmas 13 and 17, so in this case the diagonal board does not
change anything.
Example 12. Suppose the bulb which corresponds to the letter x between the
Enigmas 7 and 8 lit. It means that mS = x and therefore also xS = m. But
between the Enigmas 8 and 15 the bulb which correspond to the letter m
lit. It means wS = m, which is the contradiction. On the diagonal board, in
the row which corresponds to the letter w there is a wire from the letter m
to the letter w in the row m. The current in between Enigmas 7 and 8 was
going through the letter x, but now it goes also to the letter w and does not
remain isolated. Therefore the Bombe with diagonal board does not stop in
this case.
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It means that now also the nodes from the graph which were not included
in any closure, may have been used.

3.6.4

Summary

It is seen that the reconstruction of daily keys was not a straightforward job.
First it was necessary to find a suitable crib, place it in the correct position
of the message and then try all the stops of the bomb as the possible result.
I cite here what Turing states in [8] about the number of stops of the Bombe
with respect to the properties of the ‘menu’. In the following text, the word
‘constatation’ is used for ‘transposition’, ‘Stecker’ for ‘plug board’ and ‘web’
for ‘graph’:
Let us choose some set of such constatations, in such a way that
we cannot omit any more constatations without the web breaking
up. When the constatations are omitted there will of course be
no ‘chains’ or ‘closures’. This set of constatations may be called
the ‘chain-closing constatations’ and the others will be called the
‘web-forming constatations’. At any position we may imagine that
the web-forming constatations are brought into play first, and
only if the position is possible for these are the chain-closing constatations used. Now the Stecker value of the input letter and the
web forming constatations will completely determine the Stecker
values of the letters occuring in the web. When the chain closing constatations are brought in it will already be completely
determined what are the corresponding ’unsteckered’ constatations, so that if there are c chain closing constatations the final
number of stops will be a proportion 26−c of the stops which can
occur if they are omitted. Our problem reduces therefore to the
case in which there are no closures. It is, I hope, also fairly clear
that the number of stops will not be appreciably affected by the
branch arrangement of the web, but only by the number of letters occurring in it. These facts enable us to make a table for the
calculation of the number of stops in any case where there is only
one web. The method of construction of the table is very tedious
and uninteresting.
The table mentioned by Turing is presented below. The value ‘H-M factor’
depends only on the number of letters in the graph and it is determined by
the ratio of possible plug board connections.
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No. of letters
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

H-M factor
0.92
0.79
0.62
0.44
0.29
0.17
0.087
0.041
0.016
0.0060
0.0018
0.00045
0.000095
0.000016
0.0000023

Then the number of stops per rotor order was:
264−c · ‘H-M factor’
Finally, another properties of the plug board were used to determine the
correct stop. Another kind of contradiction was examined - if for two letters
from the graph there appears the same plug board value, which is not in
graph, then this false stop is not detected by the Bombe.
Another thing used to decide which stop is the right one was the ratio of
changed and unchanged letters by the plug board from the graph. We know
that the number of changed letters was 20 (10 pairs) by that time, so the
ratio of changed and unchanged letters should be 10:3. If the ratio found out
from the Bombe stop was far from this value, then it was quite less probable
that this is the right stop. Therefore, first were tested the cases where this
ratio was closer to 10:3. More about this wrote Frank Carter in his article
‘From Bombe ‘stops’ to Enigma keys’, which can be found on [3].
Throughout the years the Bombe was improved, even the U.S.A. were
involved in the production of new devices, but the principles remained the
same.
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Figure 3.6: The sketch of the cyclometer and scheme of the flow of the current
- original pictures from [4] and [5]
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Figure 3.7: The perforated sheet (in reduced scale). The original picture
from [5]. There is a misprint in the first line, the holes should be all in one
line.
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